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ABSTRACT
This thesis document will chronicle the entire lighting design process of Temple
University Theatre Department’s fall 2016 production of Hairspray. The process will be
composed of four sections: research and analysis, preliminary documents, implementation
and production, and archiving the design. In addition, this thesis will define both my
personal and production goals in relation to my educational progression while studying at
Temple University as well as discussing my personal growth within the program.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As with every new design, the first question that comes to my mind is, “What does
the production need from me?” Other than the possibility of a completely outrageous
production concept that sets the world of Hairspray in outer space or under the sea, I had
a pretty good foundation upon which to begin formulating my ideas. Two things the
production absolutely needed were big, bold gestures and unwavering energy. The big,
bold gestures incorporate both vibrant colors as well as numerous texture. Maintaining a
consistently high energy level was primarily a function of managing cue timings to
compliment the musical score.
With the first question answered, it was time to define my own personal goals in
relation to the production process. Without establishing this important foundation at the
beginning of every project or production, my professional growth would be stunted like
the seeds of an unwatered plant. If anything, graduate school teaches that initiative and
self-discipline are the keys to success. Most undergraduate programs in theatre design and
technology teach the craft. Graduate training helps mold the professional of that craft.
Over the course of my time at Temple University I have been self-aware enough to
realize my growth as an individual as well as a theatre artist.
If I could go back and give myself some advice going into my first semester of
graduate school, it would be to weather the proverbial storms ahead with grace and much
deeper breaths. Too often I was saddled with anger and frustration resulting from the
plethora of obstacles early on in my experience at Temple that any attempt to move on
seemed like straying from who I was. I bottled a lot of that raw emotion up to the point
1

where each occurring obstacle pushed me closer and closer to dropping out of graduate
school. The distractions and challenges I faced weren’t of the academic sort but personnel
issues with faculty, staff, and administration members; further distracting me from my
studies and artistic development. My personal struggle was being blinded by negativity to
the point where I could no longer see the light at the end of the tunnel.
Thankfully, due to the persistence and selfless dedication of some truly remarkable
people at Temple University’s Theatre Department, I was able to overcome my first two
years at graduate school and began to see the larger picture. I stopped blaming people
and circumstances beyond my control for my experience at Temple and took back the
reigns guiding my destiny. On a random night at home, I decided to take out a piece of
paper and pencil to begin writing down a list of things I wanted to tell people I had
accomplished after graduating with my MFA. That exercise in defining my personal goals
set the precedence for doing so with this production of Hairspray as well as the remaining
three productions to follow in my last school year.
In terms of personal goals in relation to the production, I came up with two:
conveying design ideas effectively to the director and production team as well as
maintaining a professional attitude throughout the entire process. Getting across design
ideas is always a unique task insomuch that each team is different. Some directors are
unsure of lighting ideas brought to the table until tech week arrives and they can see the
product live on stage. Other directors respond well with renderings and can provide input
as to where to modify and shape the lighting ideas as it relates to the entire production
design.
Having worked with the director Peter Reynolds for only a brief time prior to this
show, I was tasked with selecting a medium for presenting my ideas effectively. I ended
2

up choosing to storyboard each scene and populate them with ideas and concepts. This
proved to be effective in the sense that Peter, a seasoned director, could seeing what the
ideas were and knew how that translated to lighting on stage. Despite the method of
conveying ideas, establishing trust is the biggest component. Throughout the initial
concept phase of the process, the communication between the director and designers was
open and clear enough to warrant no surprises upon entering tech week.
The second part of my personal goal, maintaining a professional attitude, ideally
meant tackling challenges with grace. This production certainly had a high level of
expectation right from the get-go. Hairspray was perhaps one of the largest and most
ambitious undertakings simply from a collective production aspect in recent years at
Temple. Factor together a huge cast, non-stop singing and dancing, multi-component set
design amongst other elements, a lot was being asked of everybody.
Understanding the inherent difficulties ahead of time was important in the
process. Knowing what would take more time than usual such as coordinating follow spot
operation was helpful in keeping calm and level-headed. Despite the enormity of the
project, being in a good mental place made all the difference. Looking at challenges as
opportunities to improve and overcome rather than a burden led to such a more
rewarding experience in the end. When I wanted to be at every single production just to
be around the energy and resonance we created, I knew graduate school was worth the
persistence.

In addition to the personal goals I set for myself, I also established design goals to
accomplish during the process. The first three were directly related to my initial question
about what the production needed from me. They were: creating unique looks for each of
3

the various locations throughout the show, taking risks and being bold, and to ultimately
have fun. While having fun seems more of a personal goal, my focus was to let my
enthusiasm for the show truly shine through the lighting design. My last design goal for
the production was to build a show bible that chronicles the journey and implementation
of the entire show. In doing so I would accomplish having more experience and
preparedness for both providing the appropriate documents to remount a production as
well as taking the test to become a union lighting designer under United Scenic Artists.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH & ANALYSIS
Read the Play
When beginning work on a new production, my primary focus is on the play itself as an
audience member. Hard as it may be, I first block out any and all past performances of the show
that I may have seen as well as any television or movie adaptations that I have come across
before. The goal at this early stage is to fall in love with the work I’ll be tasked with spending the
next several months of my life pouring over. My mentor Shon Causer taught me the simple but
important lesson of finding something to love about the play. It could be a character, a specific
scene, or maybe even one line in the whole show. The point is to connect with the play on a level
that gets you eager to jump back into working on it after setting it aside for a period of time.
For Hairspray the process began by reading the libretto without music. Not listening to the
score (though I was already familiar with the songs) on the first pass because it breaks things down
into small, elemental components. It is very similar to flying an airplane. You first start instruction
by getting a feel for the aircraft. I mean feel in a very literal sense. Those beginning two or three
lessons are purely about understanding how your interaction with the aircraft relates to
controlling the plane. Only after this is established are you comfortable enough to add in radio
communication, navigating by hand on a map, and connecting with the other features of the
plane. The same is true with reading the words of a musical before adding in the music
component.
As I read the libretto for the first time, I’m getting a sense for the characters and also
beginning to feel for them in a different way. Take Tracy for instance. Her character is written in
such a way that you can’t help but root for her from the moment she sings till the last word on the
page. Velma, on the other hand is sinister and conniving; instilling the hope that she’ll get a taste
of her own medicine soon. All of these personal feelings and emotions are essential in lighting
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design because our decisions and ideas will direct how the audience interprets characters and
scenes as well as guiding their eye at any given moment. The understanding of the characters will
help in establishing the world in which they live in on stage.
The first reading of the play may be riddled with ideas and inspirations that seem to pop
right off the page. For my process, it is important to let them go and to focus on enjoying the text
as just some pleasurable reading in my free time. If the ideas coming out during the first readthrough are truly a reflection of my design impulses and fit with the production of the show, they
will resurface again in later readings. Impulsive design choices in lighting can be detrimental to
not only the lighting designer’s process but to the collaboration with other members of the
production team. Jotting down ideas to bring up to a director as I’m reading through the play for
the first time are based solely on instinct and reactionary thinking that I would be discrediting the
value of historical background and further research into the world of the play.

Second Read-Through: Adding in Music
After finishing the first read-through, I listened to the score while following along with the
lyrics in the libretto. This step in the process is unique to each designer. For some, they may listen
to the album purely audibly while others, like myself, prefer to follow along with the words to the
song. Oftentimes with songs, I’ve listened to and “memorized” for years I find that I have been
understanding the words incorrectly. As a result of that, I make it a point to follow along in order
to connect the right meaning and lyrics together with the rhythm of the music.
Since a high percentage of my cue timings with the musical numbers will correlate
directly to the beat of the songs, I make it a point to listen to the score until I am at a comfortable
level of being able to sing along or at least keep up. Not being formally trained in reading music, I
have a limited ability to conceptualize each nuance in the score as it appears on paper. It is vitally
important that if I can’t quickly point out where on the score I intend a lighting cue to be, that I
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know which lyric or change in tempo it exists. Doing so makes communicating with the director
and stage manager that much more effective.
During the second read-through of the script, I will pause at the beginning of each song
to play the music along with it. Remember back to the pilot training metaphor. Combining the
text with lyrics helps to unconsciously begin establishing how I will structure my lighting cues as
well as determining the motivations for their placement. In You Can’t Stop the Beat, there are several
pauses in the music. Even for that brief second, following suit with the appropriate lighting cue
elevated the energy of the song ten-fold. I equate the sensation to playing Rock Band the video
game as a teenager and taking on the next difficulty level; nailing the chords of Bon Jovi’s Livin’
On A Prayer as they zoom by the screen at lightning speed. The audience is intrinsically connected
to the instruments, dancing, and now the lighting which is all working in unity to multiply the
overall effect of the musical number.
During this pass at the play, I begin to identify opportunities for lighting moments to help
the narrative as well as cues from the text that will help determine the setting in each scene. The
very first number Good Morning Baltimore is a perfect example of this. It is 7 am on a Monday in
early June 1962; as indicated by the title of the song, we are in Baltimore. From this description, I
can make a note to investigate things such as the quality of the sun in early summer as opposed to
wintertime. Possibly more present than ideas and inspirations during this second read-through are
a number of questions that arise: what does Tracy Turnblad’s bedroom look like? Is it just a bed
on stage or is there an entire room? How much “real time” are we representing in the three
minutes, forty seconds of the song? What will be the transition from Tracy’s bedroom to the
streets of Baltimore?
All of these questions begin to take the process from the small nugget of script and score
to an incredibly exciting branching out of questions, ideas, and creative juices! For me, this part of
the preliminary stage is one of the most profound. It is very much a job with a strong investigative
nature. Piece by piece you collect information; sometimes branching off a previous piece of info
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and other times something new comes right out of left field. The second read-through is where
these bits and pieces are recorded.
Beyond the second read-through, I will go back and read the whole play with music
anywhere from two to three more times. With Hairspray, I revisited the show in its entirety on
three more occasions. In between readings I also listened to the score over and over again.
Sometimes while I was walking to and from the theatre and other times while I was at the gym in
my apartment complex. I feel that weaving in the music to personal time is a great way to become
more connected with the production. The sense of ownership of one’s work is a key component in
the final quality of the staged work.

Script Notes
Beginning with the second read-through and continuing throughout, notes are extremely
important to the lighting designer. Inspiration and ideas can come about at any time of the day or
night rather than only during direct work with the show. For me, most of my creative juices flow
in the evening, usually right before bed. That’s not always the most convenient timing for getting
a decent night’s sleep. However, having a notebook by my bed, I would periodically write down a
thought or idea I’d think on later the next morning. Getting the ideas recorded is so important to
a healthy relationship with the production. When I wrote them down or typed it up on my
phone/computer there was the sense that a burden had been lifted. It’s not that I was struggling
over whether the idea was practical or appropriate for the show but knowing that it was safe and
not weighing on my mind to remember the next day.
At this stage, my thought process and note-taking is very free and appears slightly
disheveled. My goal is to start building a roadmap for the rest of the design process. These notes
begin to generate conversations with other production team members to influence color and
texture choices as well as defining cue placement (Appendix A). In the following steps in the
process, these ideas and concepts will become more formally realized and organized. Like a gust
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of wind that blows all the papers off your desk. You first collect all of the paper to clear the mess.
Only when you’ve gathered them all can you begin to reorganize them into their respective piles.
The vast majority of my notes are based on modeling characters. Unsure of the set
design, there is no point in me assuming certain scenic pieces unless I’m absolutely certain of their
existence. For example, I knew from very early discussions with the scenic designer Apollo
Weaver that we wanted a large LED-lit Hairspray sign. That enabled me to loosely look for
scenes where it would be appropriate to light the sign.
On the other hand, I had no definitive confirmation from the scenic designer that there
would be a scoreboard for the Miss Teenage Hairspray competition. I foolishly made the
assumption that it would be there. Certainly, there should be a scoreboard when there is a specific
reference to it in the script, right? Well, I went ahead and added that into my notes when I should
have confirmed early on that there would, in fact, be a scoreboard. Long story short, there was
never intended to be a scoreboard by the scenic designer throughout his preliminary and final
designs. I continued on in my process with lights for a set piece that wasn’t there. Fortunately for
me, the director ended up catching that the Miss Teenage Hairspray scoreboard really needed to
be there and thus, one was created.
That situation may have worked out in my favor in the end but it is not an advisable way
to design. The biggest aspect of initial note-taking is the questions that arise rather than the ideas.
Either way, the inspirations and design concepts will take shape. It’s getting all your questions and
concerns answered or at least discussed so you can make the most informed decision possible
when determining lighting systems for the design. This was a major lesson that I’m glad I didn’t
have to learn the hard way. One that I certainly won’t soon forget.

Organization
Document Database
9

For lighting designers, the amount of paperwork generated in order to fully execute the
design is arguably more than any other design field in the theatre. Certain worksheets and
documents are helpful for a specific member of the production team such as the shop order for
the Master Electrician (ME). On the contrary, a magic sheet is absolutely a necessity for the
lighting designer to work effectively but isn’t entirely helpful to the ME’s job. To organize all of
these documents and sort them in a manner as close to a linear progression as possible, I created a
master document database (Appendix B).
The worksheet is broken into four main stages: research & analysis, preliminary
documents, implementation, and archival. Within each stage, there are several documents listed.
These have been organized in a manner that I could check off as I completed or acquired the
respective document. In addition, it was important to note who was to receive each document.
With the plethora of paperwork needed to both implement the lighting design and document my
design process, having an organizational document was a solid choice.
Creating a document database for Hairspray led me to the realization that I needed to
begin making my documents templates. Being able to pull up this database I created for future
shows has saved a great deal of time and work. Depending on the production and a number of
factors like production schedule, theatre capabilities, and budget, I add or subtract documents as
needed. I’ve carried the template-making idea into other aspects of my process which continually
saves me time. In such a fast-paced environment as entertainment lighting is, identifying where
you can chip away unnecessary minutes from a project is absolutely a huge benefit in the end.
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Research
Historical Context of 1960s America
The 1960s were a turbulent time in American history; most specifically for the
underserved African-American class of society. Researching this period is difficult in the sense that
much of the photographic examples of the time fall short in providing a substantial narrative. A
relatively quick search provides images depicting buildings and transportation. Compiling the first
two-hundred images you can find under “1960s Baltimore” into a collage would reveal an eyeopening lack of people in those photographs. What is the reason for this?
Step back a few decades and look up photos of the 1920s and 30s. You’ll find a lot of
images taken at parties, sporting events, and community social functions. History has the
unhealthy habit of being written by the victors; oftentimes interchangeable with the word
“oppressors.” Therefore, understanding a basic historical knowledge of the 1960s would attest to
the lack of human representation in photos of the time. The marginalized and discriminated
African-American population are often depicted in slums, violent protests, and in police custody.
All to fulfill the narrative that they were less than human, incapable of functioning properly in
society, and thus unworthy of the same rights and privileges granted to white Americans.
Hairspray is so much more than an upbeat musical demonstrating the aesthetically
pleasing pastel quirkiness of the 1960s. It is a substantially deep and rich compilation of the best
and worst of people. A blatant exposure of racist thought and unfathomably cruel thinking. This
musical uncovers the real Baltimore of the time period; which history would seemingly have us
blissfully forget. It reveals the Baltimore through the eyes of the downtrodden African-American
people with the incredibly pure and heart-wrenching truth that the white youth of America are
not all the carbon-copy of their parents. These are kids with the clarity of heart and soul to
recognize injustice, demand action, and see to it that the America of the past is not the America of
their future.
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You may be wondering how this insight is at all relevant to my job as the lighting designer
for this production. How do the Civil Rights Movement, race riots, and segregation impact the
choices in the design process? To answer this, I have to separate my research into two categories:
historical context and visual components.
The historical context is the best representation of the truth concerning a particular place
in time. While there are always issues in the way history is oftentimes interpreted, a deeper
understanding and investigation of the topic will usually unearth the answers you were looking to
find. Thankfully, I have always been fascinated by history and was thus, able to navigate my way
through the proper channels to learn more about life in Baltimore during the 1960s.
Understanding this information serves the ever-important function of bringing me to the world of
the play. While reading newspaper articles and snippets from letters doesn’t tell me what color I
want in a system of lighting fixtures, it transports me into that time and place. I’m trying my best
to associate with that world and to understand why characters are talking, dressing, and acting
like they are. The most accustomed I can be with world of the play, the better off I am in
communicating ideas with the director and design team.
Secondly, visual components of my research begin to paint a picture of the world we are
trying to create as a production team. Think back to a moment from your childhood where you
were outside. For me it is the steep hill leading up to the local water works tower in my
hometown. We used that hill to sleigh-ride in the winter. I can visualize the disc-shaped, red,
plastic saucer as I barreled down the high and across a frozen pond. What I can’t accurately recall
is: what did the sky look like that day, was it snowing out, was I wearing a hat and gloves, and
how tall was that hill. As a result of these questions, I don’t remove the sky or people from my
recollection. All these unknowns begin to get filled in by my imagination. The same is true as I
collect my visual research for the production.
Much of the photographs I found were black and white. I got a good sense of the
architecture and vehicles in Baltimore at the time but it wasn’t sufficient. To help fill in the
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blanks, I began researching advertisements from the period. This by far was the biggest aid in
establishing my color and texture inspirations. While internet searches are a good place to start,
the massive amount of search results and duplicate sources often limit the size of what one can
find. While in undergrad, one of my professors periodically would mention a new book she had
purchased on advertising from a certain period. Remembering this, I instantly went and picked
up a copy of Jim Heimann’s The Golden Age of Advertising - the 60s. It was with this book that I got an
in-depth look at the colors and patterns of the time period.
The unfortunate lack of people in my online searches of 1960s Baltimore was soon
trumped by the evocative imagery of people included in the advertisements. It was fascinating to
see these ads conveying the fierce competition of the Cold War with Russia, new toys for kids, and
insanely detailed renderings of modern interior decor. Most importantly was the common thread
of what some today would call American Exceptionalism. It was a time when imaginations ran
wild. Exotic, colorful design showed through clothing, music, architecture, and so much more. A
large aspect of this may have been the result of America getting through World War II not that
long ago. The desire for a distraction seemed to be the unspoken theme of the decade.
Of course, from our understanding of history, we know that things weren’t all as rosy as
the advertisements made them out to be. This is a prominent reason for looking at the historical
context of the time period before jumping into the aesthetic of the era. The advertisements don’t
reflect the more turbulent aspects of American life in the 1960s with things like the Civil Rights
Movement, Vietnam War, and the Sex, Drugs, and Rock N’ Roll lifestyle in any substantial way.
Advertising, as we know, an artificial truth. I can’t attest to what the folks back then thought but
today I think we’ve all looked at a commercial and asked ourselves, “How can a person like that
possibly exist?”
Therein lies the problem with advertising. It is not a true representation of the time
period it exists in. Americans appeared to be heavily influenced by both the media and
advertising outlets. Maybe it was out of a Post-War desire for normalcy and hope. Perhaps the
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turbulence in society was always felt but kept at bay from the households of most Americans as
much as possible. Either way, the exaggerated claims by advertisements built the foundation and
embellishments that define the 60s. My summarized notes accompanying the historical research
phase of the design process reiterate these thoughts (Appendix C).

Research Collages
Compiling research imagery can truly be a daunting task. It is similar to sorting through
production photos. Even though you may have close to a thousand or more images, you end up
narrowing it down to under twenty or less. The point in both situations being to find the sources
that best represent and influence your design choices. In the process, I save a ton of images to a
separate drive to reference later or if not, perhaps use on a future project. There is a difference in
amassing imagery to use in presenting your lighting design to a team and using it for your
personal process.
In my experience, research images are best used in the preliminary stages of the design.
Show the director and design team my initial thoughts with Hairspray was basically a moment for
us all to agree that we were on the same page or that I was leaning in a direction that wasn’t a
good fit for the production as a whole. Beyond that preliminary presentation of my research
collage, the photos influence less about what the lighting will end up doing on stage with actors
and more of a redundant demonstration of the key design themes everyone should already be on
board with.
I’ve compiled my collages into separate plates based on a certain topic (Appendix D). In
order of my research process, I started with the civil rights themes of the period. I felt that
including photos of police brutality and social injustice wasn’t the right fit; although absolutely
important. Instead, I wanted to find images that put the viewer in the shoes of the everyday
American citizen who just happened to have a dark skin color. The photos depict children
longing to be a part of the same fun as everyone else. Whether that be playing on the playground
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with white children, walking through the front door of a store to pick out a beautiful new dress, or
not having to order an ice cream cone from the side of the building, away from the excitement of
other boys and girls their age anxiously waiting in line out front.
Motormouth Maybelle’s Record Shop is hands-down one of my favorite locations in the
play. It’s where all the kids, black and white, come together to dance together and have a good
time. Motormouth is an advocate for change but more importantly is a compassionate mentor in
a world that has tried to knock her down every step of the way. The Record Shop provides a hope
and a promise for change that delivers one of the most beautiful songs in the show, I Know Where
I’ve Been. As such, I wanted to create a separate photo collage that began to envision that the shop
might look like, even though I would be waiting to hear what the scenic designer and directors
own thoughts might be.
To start, I looked at dozens upon dozens of record album covers from the 1950s and 60s.
Each one was so unique and intriguing. The art of which is certainly not the same with the online
digital downloads of today. There’s a sense with old vinyl records that you are purchasing not just
a package of songs but a story; an experience. Each individual is so unique themselves and brings
their own assets to the table. I wanted to make sure I represented this idea with a sense of family
warmth, community, heavy texture, and love.
Whereas the first two collages had a very deep meaning to me with the play, the
remaining four were a more loosely compiled assortment of flashy advertisements, color, and
texture. It is through these images that I would begin to build my color palette and “dream sheet”
of ideas. Not all would be accomplished, but having more options makes that perfectly acceptable.
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Storyboarding
As I mentioned before, there are multiple ways to present design ideas to a production
team. After getting to know the director more during our initial conversations about Godspell, I
was fairly confident that storyboarding was the most effective way to go (Appendix E). This
process involves presenting thoughts on a scene-by-scene basis. As I learned more about the set
design, I was able to include information on how I would light specific scenic pieces and soft
goods. It was helpful in my own process because the ideas would be recorded into a systems and
specials document.
Instead of creating renderings by hand or digitally, the storyboards gave more broad
stroke concepts. Lighting is so heavily reliant on visuals that a sketch or drawing may convey a
certain color or texture that doesn’t actually translate into the final design. It is incredibly difficult
to model a character on paper with the multiple lighting angles and colors in a given scene.
Storyboards provide the road map for a journey but don’t reveal the final destination.
Take, for example, the Big Dollhouse scene. In my storyboard, I included the scenic
design, showing Tracy and the fences that would be used as jail bars. I briefly noted that my idea
was for a very desaturated backlight to shine through the fence. This would represent the idea of
the scene beginning with the prisoner intake outside. I also included some texture in a top/plan
view to demonstrate the wire fence in the yard as well as typical vertical jail bars to indicate the
interior of the detention hall. Just the right amount of information is given to either initiate a
discussion or adequately convey the general thought behind the design of the scene.
Oftentimes, providing too much information backfires in one or two possible ways. One,
you spend a great deal of time organizing your ideas, create a presentation of those ideas, but it
turns out to be the opposite of what the director and production team was going for. Secondly,
you may have presented a large number of ideas and create this expectation that everything
you’ve shown will make it to the stage. Finding the balance is where the true work is.
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Preliminary Cue Master
As we’ve progressed from each step in my design process, the information involved
becomes more and more concise and organized. Each step is a building block towards the final
lighting design. Where storyboards begin to paint a picture of what the design hopes to achieve,
the preliminary cue master formalizes those ideas (Appendix F). More importantly, as suggested
by the document title, cues begin to take shape. Accompanying the idea behind each cue is
information pertaining to: the song/section it refers to, act/scene, page number, motivation for
the cue, the characters involved, spotlights if necessary, notes related to the setting, as well as a
label that will be carried over into the lighting control console later on in the process.
Broken down by scene, the preliminary cue master is where the lighting design takes on a
tangible for. The cue numbering and placement is communicated to the stage manager prior to
tech. Working on a large-scale musical, I needed to establish a numbering system to would make
the stage manager’s job as easy as I possibly could. I began with the preshow cues, 1-3, which
bring us from the preset look when the audience walks in till house out before the show begins.
From that point on I decided on skipping by five in my numbering. This gave me plenty of space
to add in additional cues later on. There are always lighting motivations that can’t possibly be
known until seeing the actors on the stage with music. Leaving a bit of room in between cues
allows whole numbers to be added in later.
Occasionally there were more cues needed between the five-cue spacing I created. In that
case, point-cues had to be added. This is less desirable because it adds more cue-calling time for
the stage manager. In a fast-paced show like Hairspray, it is imperative to keep the information
relayed on headset concise and clear. To combat a large amount of cues called, I looked for every
opportunity to implement follow-cues. These cues automatically follow the previous cue after a
specified amount of time. While certainly a great time-saver for the stage management team, it
was important to make sure the motivations for these cues were consistent enough every time to
warrant the lighting console taking the cues automatically each performance. With slight
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variations in music and choreography, a lighting cue could be thrown off in a very noticeable
way.
In my preliminary cue master, I placed follow-cues in places where I was confident that
the timing would be consistent enough to work each time. You’ll notice the cue numbering is not
complete for the entire document. This is because I was uncertain if I wanted to number each
scene with the next hundreds digit or continue where the previous cue left off. Ultimately, trying
to be that neat about my cueing resulted in cue numbers over 1000. Recognizing this was
detrimental to the efficient calling of cues, I opted to continuously number by fives. With the final
cueing resulting in over 400 cues, this was the better idea.

Systems & Specials
Whereas the preliminary cue master is most important for laying out the cue structure of
the design, the systems & specials document helps to compile the specific lighting instruments
needed to accomplish the desired system (Appendix G). Much of this information is taken directly
from script and cue notes taken earlier. This document more formally organizes that info into an
easy-to-read chart. Each scene is broken down into major moments that motivate a dramatic
lighting change. While this isn’t yet sufficient enough to create cues on the lighting console, it
begins to inform the foundations of the lighting plot.
The additional information yet to be compiled includes things like channeling, number
and type of instruments, specific color and texture choices, and the lighting positions from which
the instruments will be mounted to. Nonetheless, the systems & specials document paired with the
preliminary cue master are the first two documents I’ve created that directly inform my specific
decision-making process to come. The next step is constructing a preliminary magic sheet. From
there, I will have all of the preliminary research and analysis finished; completing the first stage of
the design process.

Preliminary Magic Sheet
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After completing the systems and specials sheet, I was then able to apply control
properties; known as channeling. This process involves assigning a number to an instrument in
order to control its intensity and other parameters in the load-in and production phase. With
modern lighting control boards, each light could have its own unique channel number if desired.
Other times a deliberate choice is made to apply the same channel number to multiple
instruments. One example were the six scenic panels, three on either side of the stage, that served
as the “picture frame” for our world of Hairspray. In order to provide adequate coverage of the
roughly eight-foot panel, I needed to use two lighting instruments. My intent was to always light
the panel as a single piece. I had no need for the control of both top and bottom, therefore I
assigned one channel to those pairs of instruments covering each panel. The same was true for a
textured wash covering each panel.
Creating the preliminary magic sheet is a really important time in my process. This is
where I begin to see my channeling laid out in front of me and if there are any big discrepancies
that will complicate my cueing later on. This preliminary document is not shown because I create
this “sheet” while simultaneously drafting the lighting plot. As I complete the drafting of systems,
let’s say the front light cool system, I then add in the channel numbers. Eventually, my magic
sheet will have a final version that becomes my best friend during cueing. For me, taking the time
to make a separate preliminary magic sheet is inefficient.
I’ve already created my systems and specials sheet as well as the preliminary cue master.
Having that information, the most important step is getting that all into the lighting plot. That
will inform the rest of the design paperwork; much of which will be sent on to the Master
Electrician. Since the magic sheet is a more personal document, it is best if I plot as I go and
invest most of the time to building the plot. This will be discussed more in depth in the next
chapter.
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Production Documents
Contract
With any design job, understanding what is expected of you is imperative to a successful
production. Professional design contracts include information pertaining to compensation for
one’s design services. Working as a graduate student in an educational environment, the contract
is more of a guideline of all the requirements each designer should fulfill. The contract is broken
down into three main parts: preliminary design, rough design, and the final design. At each stage,
documents and the area-specific information is required. While not adhered to any longer in the
department, I used the Temple University Theater Design Contract from the 2013-2014 season
as an exercise to include in my process (Appendix G).
Oftentimes, a contract is an agreement between two entities. Each of the respective
parties has outlined a clear list of responsibilities as well as the appropriate compensation. With
the contract I received at Temple, it is more of a rubric. A list of expectations and deadlines are
laid out very clearly. If the department did, at some point, decide to reinstate the designer
contracts, they could list the credit hours to be earned from completing the design as per the
contract. This would make the contract more for its intended purpose rather than a checklist of
duties. The designer contract is rather vague and often redundant. Take for instance the
responsibilities of the lighting designer in the preliminary and rough design phases. Both require a
concept statement, visual research, script analysis and scene breakdown, as well as storyboards.
Oftentimes during my experience here in graduate school, the expectations for each phase is
somewhat muddy. What constitutes a rough design and preliminary design is blurry and results in
others design areas waiting on information for a good deal of time.
It is my understanding that this could be why the designer contract is no longer used. If
the contract is given a revamping, I believe all areas of design would benefit. Clear deadlines
would be established; keeping everyone on the same page. It may even be helpful to have
graduate students from each design area outline the elements they believe should be required at
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each stage. Bringing this information back to the heads of each area would then help formulate a
final designer contract that each student may abide by. I would gladly be a part of this effort and
hope to see the designer contract reinstated into the curriculum.

Production Schedule
After the contract, it is time to look over the production schedule (Appendix H). The most
important information on the document are the design deadlines. First, I looked at when my light
plot and paperwork was due; August 1st. More important than marking down the day my plot
needed to be completed by was the realization that the deadline took place over the summer
when school was not in session. Having a full-time job between school years, I had to begin
budgeting my time to balance both jobs. Knowing what the schedule was several months in
advance was helpful in the sense that there were no surprises.
Another helpful bit of information gleaned from the schedule was finding out that the
lighting focus would take place over two days. Foreseeing the amount of time required to
complete focusing lights was extremely helpful in keeping a good pace but having the ability to
make sure each lighting instrument was focused properly.
There are certain things early on in the process that are simply not known until later on.
One example of this was the designer run. This is a time when all the designers, assistants, and
crew are invited to see the show on its feet in rehearsal. Traditionally at Temple University, the
designer run takes place the Friday before focus. The production schedule being created in
August, the date would be TBD until we got closer. As the production was cast, a rehearsal
schedule would be created. This enabled designers to attend rehearsals prior to the designated
designer run; helping the team to get a sense of the choreography and direction.
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Lighting Budget
The lighting budget for Hairspray was typical of a large-scale musical at Temple; $1,500.
With a show of this size, that money will most likely be used in one of two ways. The first is to
purchase a majority of the desired color media and templates. Secondly, I could pull gel and
gobos from the current stock and use the budget on renting instruments or accessories. I opted to
go for the first option.
Since the beginning of my process, color and texture were extremely important to me.
The Hairspray we were creating needed to be bold, bright, colorful, and flashy. Stock colors just
weren't going to suffice and thus I had the opportunity to experiment with colors I had never used
before. I had a makeshift “lighting lab” set up in my apartment; using a table lamp and a
homemade shade that only allowed light the size of a swatch book size cut of color to pass
through. This gave me a decent idea about the hue and saturation of a color but certainly did not
fully convey how light looked against various skin tones, costumes, and scenery. However, it is
what I had to use and as the old saying goes, nothing ventured, nothing gained.
In addition to the multitude of swatch books from different manufacturers, I had several
catalogs with gobo template information. Most of these templates came from ideas that I came up
with during the storyboarding process. As I went scene-by-scene, the colors I wanted for specific
systems and specials paired with a seemingly endless array of gobos, it became clear that that’s
what most if not all of my budget would be spent on.
Luckily at Temple, we have a decent-sized lighting inventory. Occasionally substitutes
had to be made or excessive ideas needed to be cut but for the most part, the inventory fulfilled
the design nicely. The only benefit to using the budget for instrument rentals instead of buying
consumables would be the opportunity to get moving lights. However, with the large expense
associated with tech and production time needed for the rental, I set aside that idea. Looking
back, using the budget for color and gobos paid off.
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Production Contact Sheet
On any production, it is important to have a list handy that has all of the associated
people working on the project with their contact information. Most of the time, phone numbers
aren’t really used unless there is an emergency or need for a conference with people in different
locations. This became useful towards the end of August when a decision needed to be made
about the LED-lit Hairspray sign not being feasible for the show resulting from budgetary and
time constraints. The production contact sheet for this show is not listed in this thesis in order to
respect the privacy of the individuals involved.

Theatre Inventory
Up until recently, the lighting inventory was broken up between the two spaces at Temple
as well as an additional inventory for shared equipment (Appendix I). As I began drafting the
lighting plot and connecting that information to Lightwright for paperwork creation, I kept a
running count of the instruments I was using. This helped dictate the number of units to be used
in a system. Many times, systems needed to be rethought in order to make room for others. A
great deal of this was encountered as I began drafting the template systems.
Trying to get the best balance of coverage involved determining the right degree barrel to
use with the ellipsoidal and the number of units to complete a full wash. There is no real exact
science to this calculation other than some basic drafting to see how much coverage you can get
with a specific light. Beyond that, I needed to lay out all of the gobo systems I wanted to use and
line that up with the number of instruments available to dedicate to that idea. All the while
understanding that I had other systems and specials to find instruments for as well as leaving some
units free for the time when an unexpected special was needed.
This process is very similar to putting together a two-thousand piece jigsaw puzzle. While
daunting for a decent amount of time, you put together the border (or at least I do) and deal with
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similar colors or object; eventually finding where things connect in the end. Knowing the type of
instrument need to complete a system or special is also helpful in managing the inventory. For
example, all of the front light should be ellipsoidal spotlights because they will need to be
shuttered off of scenery and have the best controllability in dividing up the acting areas. Another
example is backlighting. For these systems, the ellipsoidal inventory doesn’t need to be wasted
because fresnels and PARs provide the right quality of light; not requiring the controllability of an
ellipsoidal.
Dealing with the shared inventory was the next task, as units from the Tomlinson
inventory became scarce. The shared inventory existed due to productions taking place in both
Tomlinson and Randall theatres at the same time. For this situation, the lighting designers from
both productions needed to coordinate and discuss what their production needs are. Most of the
time an agreement is made easily and both feel satisfied in the instrumentation for their design.
Luckily for me, Hairspray was the second show of the Fall season and finished loading in
after the first production had closed. This enabled me to utilize all of the instruments in the
shared inventory. One obstacle that I had to overcome was a delay in having cyc barrels for our
Source Four LED ellipsoidals due to water damage. The absence of these units was not an issue
until their arrival came well into technical rehearsals. Not having lights you intend to use in any
design can be a frustrating time.
For me, having a reference to the colors and gradients I wanted to achieve with those
fixtures, listed on my preliminary cue master as well as the systems and specials document,
alleviated some of the worries. While the adapters hadn’t arrived yet, I was able to use the LED
fixtures without them for cueing. The problem would have been far more challenging had the
physical LED units been damaged as well. Fortunately the crisis was averted and eventually the
adapters did arrive; just in time to tweak certain effects and transitions. Most of the time, patience
does eventually pay off.
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CHAPTER 3
PRELIMINARY DOCUMENTS
Light Plot & Section
Shortly after finishing the systems and specials sheet, I begin drafting my lighting plot
(Appendix J). Having much of the design-heavy work done ahead of time makes plotting much
easier. With a careful study of the instrument inventory, systems can be laid out in a relatively
quick manner. The biggest obstacle now I making sure that the light can effectively serve its
purpose from the lighting position it is hung on. Some designers prefer to do this by looking at
several drawing views, interpolating small bits of information from each and then compiling it
into a usable indication of the light placement. I, on the other, hand prefer drafting in a threedimensional workspace. This enables me to draft the light plot as well as recognize any potential
conflicts with lighting instruments being blocked by architectural or scenic elements.
While 3D-drafting programs like Vectorworks are great for visualization the space and
seeing how lighting instruments will operate, it is still a good idea for the designer to put in the
leg-work of calculating things like the amount of light produced by a unit with a certain color, the
amount of coverage based on beam angles or how many units it will take to complete a system.
Completing calculations to figure out the aforementioned components doesn’t necessarily mean
needing to use a pen, paper, and old calculator from high school.
For the amount of light produced by a lighting instrument, there are several mobile
applications to help. The first step regardless of solving the problem by hand or with a computer
program is to identify the lamp type used. Figuring this information comes from a data sheet
which is available on most lighting manufacturer’s website. On this data sheet is information
pertaining to the physical dimensions of the unit, beam and field info, lamp data, and electrical
information. Our primary concern in terms of light output is lamp information (Figure 1).
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The lamp type for the Source Four ellipsoidal we use in Tomlinson is the HPL 750/115.
The HPL is simply the lamp code. 750 relates to the wattage of the lamp and 115 is the voltage.
Initial lumens is the category we are most interested in at this point; for this specific lamp, it is
21,900. Certain lamps of the same wattage and voltage have been modified to preserve their
lifespan, thus impacting this value. Occasionally we do acquire some HPL lamps that have the
added “X” added on to the end of the code. In that case, we must use the associated lumen

multiplying factor to calculate the correct initial lumen output of the lamp.

Figure 1
ETC Source Four - 26° Data Sheet
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What to do with the lamp information is determined by the throw distance of the lighting
instrument. The lumen intensity value is divided by the square root of the throw distance. Ideally,
the resulting number wants to be around 50-60, which we measure in footcandles. Before I can
determine that the light is ready to be placed on the plot, I have to take into account another
variable that can greatly affect the amount of perceived light on the stage; color.
Color media allows very specific wavelengths of light to pass through and absorbs the
unwanted wavelengths as heat. Let’s take for example Rosco’s R004 E-Color gel Medium Bastard
Amber. While this color appears to be a fairly light peach-amber, it has a transmission value of
61%. This means that only 61% of that initial lumen intensity will be emitted. Therefore, that
percentage must be factored into the calculation. What may have seemed like only a five-light
wash to cover a row across the stage can possibly double depending on the color. This is why
certain calculations are best thought through before throwing it in a computer program so that
precious time is not wasted in revisiting where one might have gone wrong.
Another component of drafting a light plot that can easily come back to bite the designer
are scenic pieces. This is where drafting in three-dimensions can really help. It does, however, add
a substantial amount of work for me if the set designer only drafts in 2D. Hairspray was a prime
example of this. With some really unique and intricate pieces, I probably spend a bit more time
than I wanted to convert the pieces from various drawings views into a 3D object.
A big lesson I learned from doing this was knowing how much time and effort to put into
getting a result that is useful for my purposes and what is pure embellishment. Take for example
the Hairspray sign (eventually cut as mentioned previously). I dedicated a lot of time making sure
that the steel frame, wood backing, and recessed space for the LED lights was accurately
modeled. In retrospect, none of my lighting instruments needed to illuminate the sign or shutter
off the sign. Therefore, all I really needed was to model the 3D shape of the sign to get the idea
across. Too much detail can be a detriment when it serves little purpose to other people.
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On the flip side, including a high level of detail can really help in foreseeing problems
before actually getting into the space. I encountered this several times throughout the process. As
the overhead electrics began to fill up I needed to add lighting booms and rovers in order to light
specials like the shimmer curtain that flew in for the final scene as well as the record curtain in the
Record Shop. Having the scenic panels built in 3D enabled me to place a virtual camera in
Vectorworks right at the front of the lighting instrument to see if the position would get the
required shot. With the complexity of all the moving parts in the show, this saved valuable time
that translated into more cueing time.
As I’ve mentioned previously, with the massive production that Hairspray is, choices were
carefully made when compiling the Systems & Specials document to ensure the biggest bang for
our buck. Having done this work already, the light plot becomes a matter of technical feasibility
and an in-depth study of the number of instruments required to fulfill each system’s purpose.
One of the greatest hurdles I encountered while drafting was dealing with instruments on
the 1st Electric. In total there were forty-six lighting instruments on the pipe, not including the
taildown on stage left. Due to the placement of the scenic panels as well as the portal that framed
the stage, my biggest concern was providing sufficient front light over the stage. With the portal
decreasing the height of the vertical viewing space, illuminating anything upstage of the
proscenium line with front light was impossible without using a really flat angle; which was highly
undesirable for this show. That meant I needed a hanging position as close to the proscenium as
possible over the stage, thus the 1st Electric. Compound that with the high level of texture in the
show and you can begin to see how to 1st Electric became such an important and heavy position.
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Instrument Spreadsheet
As a more formal way to document that number of lighting instruments used as well as
balance inventory and rental units, the instrument spreadsheet is a great organization chart
(Appendix K). Broken down by position, units are organized by type and further by varying
degree barrels and lenses. The position labels are duplicated on the opposite side of the page for
clarity and ease of identification. You’ll notice that the Rental Total column is not populated with
any data. This is because no lighting instruments were rented for this production. However, with
the intent to create documents that I could use as templates with other shows, I added in the
column to anticipate the likelihood of using rental units in the future.
The instrument spreadsheet is also a useful tool in quickly seeing if I am over on my
lighting unit count. Identifying conflicts like this early on usually allow a greater opportunity to
find a viable solution rather than cutting instruments. For instance, the spreadsheet shows that I
was over on 90º Source Four ellipsoidals by one. Reevaluating that instrument’s purpose, I
realized I could get away with a 50º barrel and still accomplish what I intended. Knowing this, I
was able to swap a 36º with a 50º and the problem was quickly solved. If I hadn’t created this
document, it may have taken some more time for the Master Electrician to get my lighting plot
and paperwork and identifying that I was over on that degree of ellipsoidals.
Many times at Temple University we have a show in both of our spaces; sometimes at
different stages in the production process. When this occurs, the lighting designers of both spaces
will typically have a conversation about any of the lighting instruments or related equipment
housed in the Shared Inventory. Due to the scale of Hairspray, I was able to access that stock alone
which proved beneficial when a few more instruments of a certain type were needed to complete
a system.
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Dimmer Hookup
As different paperwork documents are generated, much of the information will be
consistent but laid out with a different order of importance. Such is the case with the dimmer
hookup (Appendix L). This document sorts the lighting instrument and accessory info in
numerical order by dimmer number. Oftentimes this is useful when a specific range of addresses
is needed to power an instrument or the Master Electrician is troubleshooting lights on a specific
position. Rather than thumb through multiple pages of information listed by position, instrument,
or channel, the dimmer hookup can get those answers quickly.

Preliminary Hookup
This document refers to the preliminary version of what will become the final channel
hookup (Appendix M). Much of the same information found in the dimmer hookup can be found
here but it is sorted so that the channel of all instruments have most importance. If I’ve made a
mistake in numbering or need to add an additional number of lights, this document gives a quick
and easy way to figure that out. During performances, the lighting console operator will utilize a
final version of this document to aid in channel-checking prior to the show.

Shop Order
While traditionally this document is used when a complete lighting rental package must
be ordered, Hairspray took place in our own space, using our own equipment. Therefore, creating
the shop order was an exercise for me to have a template to work with on future projects as well
as including this important document in this thesis document. The layout of the shop order is
subject to each designer’s preference. For me, I took great influence from Natasha Katz and her
clear and concise formatting (Appendix N).
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The first page of the shop order is the cover page which includes important disclaimers
and instructions for the Master Electrician. As a lighting designer, I am not qualified to make
structural and electrical decisions in its appropriateness for the venue. In the most basic sense, the
General Responsibility section is to absolve me of liability pertaining to the implementation of my
design. Additionally, it is also in one’s best interest to suggest that all equipment and
implementation of the lighting design adhere to the most strict national and local fire and safety
codes.
While selecting the type of instrument and quantity seems sufficient in expressing the
scale of what is needed for the lighting rental, there is a multitude of other factors to consider. All
lamps, cables, c-clamps, iron, boom bases, color and gobo frames, distribution panels, work lights,
and more must be ordered to ensure a full working lighting system. The rest of this section on the
cover page includes some more detailed requests and notices. Lastly, the following information in
the shop order is for bid purposes only and should not be considered a final document for pulling
equipment from.
The first section after the cover page deals with the lighting control system for
programming and running the production during performances. Again, it is not sufficient to
merely specify the light board requested but to include all related accessories and equipment to
ensure a complete working system. This includes monitors, keyboards and mice, networking
devices, iPad with power adapter, fader wing, power strips, Littlites, and an uninterruptible power
supply and battery backup for the desk.
Next is a list of lighting instruments with the note that all accompanying accessories like
lamps, color frames, and safety cables be specified by the Master Electrician. Sometimes these
lighting instruments are called for by their specific hanging position. For me, it appeared more
easily understandable and concise to compile them all into one list. This provides a single-page for
the Master Electrician to make a quote from.
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The section after lighting instruments deals with any special equipment. For Hairspray the
original intention was to create an LED-lit Hairspray sign. In the shop order, specifics on
controllability and installation can be laid out. Each letter of the sign needed to be controlled
individually. Additionally, the type of tape to be used was RGBW; an important detail in terms of
being able to mix the right colors. Being in the preliminary stages at this point, a note was made
that the final length of LED tape needed and the specifics on the installation of such needed
further determination and discussion with both the Technical Director and Set Designer.
Other special equipment included Scrollers, High End Studio Spots/Colors, and Fresnels
to be mounted on rovers. Due to the scrollers being placed on two different instrument types, the
size of the mounting plates needed to be specified. Although redundant (for good reason), it is
noted that all necessary power supplies and data distribution cables be provided to correctly
interface with the ETC Ion. In addition, the specific mode and settings are detailed. Planning out
these details in advance alleviates questions and issues later on in the process when time is more
scarce. The other special equipment items include notes on their proper setup and requirements.
Next up in the shop order is dimensions and notes for each lighting position. Specific
lengths and schedule of pipe are indicated; accompanied by the requirement that all pipe
accommodate conventional and/or automated fixtures. The overhead electrics are relatively
straight-forward with little additional detail needed beyond the size of the pipe. Other positions,
like the Awesome Pipes and Rovers, needed further instructions.
In order to adequately light the Act Curtain just upstage of the portal, the related units on
the Awesome Pipes needed to be hung with 1’-8” side arms with c-clamps and tees. Doing so
made it easier for the electricians to focus quickly. Due to several moving units in the show, the
rovers needed to be adequately constructed to get the best possible shot. In the preliminary
designs, pipes were specified to accommodate set-mounted units but were later cut due to time
constraints.
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The next section deals with cable, perishables, and accessories. To ensure the correct
cables, connectors, and work lights were sourced, that responsibility was delegated to the Master
Electrician. Making up a large portion of the lighting budget was color and gobo. This
preliminary shop order did not have all the necessary perishables at the time and thus a note was
made indicating that a separate order would follow.
In the last part of the shop order, specifics for the production table are outlined.
Frequently the lighting department is tasked with providing all the necessary equipment for power
at the tech table. Such is the case here at Temple University. The size and quantity of tables
required are accompanied by the request for black contact paper. This simply helps to keep all
devices and paperwork in its place after all the shuffling around that takes place during the
teching process. Due to the lighting programmer being placed in the audience next to the
designer, only two LCD monitors were requested. Normally the programmer is located higher up
in the audience seating or in the lighting booth. In this case, additional monitors and possibly a
RVI (Remote-Video Interface) is needed to monitor the programming of the show.

Perishables Order
As one of the biggest lighting expenditures for Hairspray, color and gobos are organized
into a perishables order that makes it easy for the Master Electrician to generate a quote for the
shop (Appendix O). Each color to be used is listed in an alphanumeric order which the
corresponding ID, item name, and quantity of sheets needed. The same is true with the templates
with the addition of the size required. For this Temple Theatres production, many of the size
requirements were based on current gobos in stock. While this information can all be
disseminated from both the color and gobo schedules, the perishables order organizes everything
into an easy-to-read document for the Master Electrician. As always, efficiency and clarity are
key.
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Quotes
One of the biggest challenges in the implementation of the lighting design is dealing with
the reality of the budget. With $1,500 to work with, creative decision-making was the only way to
make the numbers work. The first quote we received for my desired color and gobo came out to
$1,649.95 (Appendix P); not including the 80-100 feet of LED tape that was going to illuminate
the Hairspray sign. Coming in at about $150 over budget, I needed to go back and alter some of
my choices.
The biggest realization of an area to save on cost came with the size I had specified for
some of my gobos. It turned out that we had several of the patterns that I wanted in stock, but
they were a different size gobo. The difference in size doesn’t mean the gobo won’t work in the
desired lighting instrument, it just has either a larger or smaller image. Once I recognized this
challenge, I was able to save over $200 without sacrificing any of my original design intentions.
Furthermore, the Hairspray sign was cut, thus eliminating that large budgetary component.
While I had saved corrected the discrepancy in the budget, I needed to make further cuts
to account for gel burning out and other hidden expenses that could possibly arise. With a keen
eye on the end result, I researched color equivalents for some of the most obscure color choices.
The same was done with the templates. I searched for patterns that were similar and still got the
idea across. All-in-all, an additional $400 was saved; leaving plenty of buffer room for the
unexpected.
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CHAPTER 4
LIGHT PLOT, SECTION, & SUPPORT PACKET
Final Light Plot & Section
As the final design decisions from each department were complete, minor changes were
made to the final light plot (Appendix Q). The biggest changes to the lighting design were the
cutting of both the Hairspray sign and the fresnel rovers. How these items came to be cut are of
particular interest. From the early stages of the process, the size and scale of the massive
undertaking that was this particular show was apparent and understood by all. If the time, budget
or manpower was not available to implement a certain aspect of the design, any of us designers
would have dealt with it and moved on.
In the case of the Hairspray sign, such was not the case. The summer passed by with little
to no discussion or concern expressed about definitively saying the sign could not be made a
reality. I spent several hours, as did the scenic design, working on the logistics of the sign to make
it as clear as possible for implementation. Near the end of the summer months, the challenge of
the available budget to make this possible became the topic of the week. After evaluating our
current inventory of LED tape as well as the budget to purchase additional components, I proved
that lighting the sign was certainly a possibility. As the installation of LED tape is rather
straightforward and uncomplicated, that was not a substantial factor.
The days passed by with no decision-making about a plan to construct the sign.
Ultimately, a conference call was had in which the sign was discussed; at this point, very late in
the process. It took almost fifteen to twenty minutes for us to vocalize that it was obvious the staff
wanted it cut. Whether the sign was feasible or not is unimportant. What matters is that, as in a
professional setting, people vocalize their concerns, investigate the merit, entertain solutions, and
make decisions in a timely manner. It felt very much like certain people were afraid of “hurting
our feelings.” We would have preferred feelings be set aside so our processes could continue on.
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As for the fresnel rovers, I always knew in the back of my mind that these units were most
likely no feasible. Originally intended to be battery-powered, thus eliminating trip hazards to the
performers, the rovers were agreed to be choreographed into the Corny Collins Show scenes. As
the rehearsal process was underway, the complexity of the dancing proved too much to allow an
additional element to be thrown into the ring. The director was very comfortable in this
discussion and I was able to cut them from the design and instantly move on to the next project.
Again, not procrastinating to save feelings but being proactive was of great help to the process.
One of the interesting things about constructing the Hairspray plot was creating custom
gels to be used in some of the template systems. To ease in the construction of these piecedtogether colors, I added a plate to the light plot that served as a schematic for each custom gel’s
creation. While a tedious process, the effect produced was well worth the effort. In addition,
having this plate on the plot gave the Master Electrician a sense of the color that would be needed
to accomplish the amount of cuts needed.
With a majority of the changes occurring in the final plot being cuts, not much changed
in the section. One of the realizations in this process was that the theatre draftings the scenic
designer and I had were not the same. Architectural features of the theatre, including actual
plaster line, smoke pocket, and fire curtain were not accurately depicted. Even the slightest
difference of our two draftings proved to make several things difficult. One example of this were
the strip lights located directly upstage of the tracking platform. Where my section revealed
sufficient space between it and the cyc upstage of the lights, in actuality the cyc was very much in
the way as landed. To combat this challenge, the cyc was breasted upstage since it did not need to
fly during the show. Luckily this is one situation where a challenge arose late in the game but an
easy solution was settled upon.

Final Support Paperwork
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Since the next three documents completed in the process had a more in-depth description
via their preliminary formats, I have combined them into a single section. The Instrument
Schedule, Hookup (Channel), and Dimmer Schedule were generated in Lightwright and added to
the show bible. In terms of submitting final paperwork to the Master Electrician, I simply sent the
Lightwright file. This way they can disseminate the information they needed in whichever layout
served their purposes best. That is one of the beauties of Lightwright and a reason it is used by so
many people in the industry.
One document that is listed in my pre-approval chart but not inserted into the Hairspray
show bible is a Circuit Schedule. With a dimmer-per-circuit system at Temple University, this
document is not needed. However, like other documents I have created for this project, it may be
helpful for future endeavors. Lightwright offers the same ability to sort by circuit number as it
does other parameters. Regardless, it is up to the Master Electrician to glean the pertinent
information that will allow them to formulate a plan to implement the design. Due to the large
size of the preliminary paperwork and the reader will have a sense of the layout and purpose of
them, their final versions have not been included in the appendix.

Color Cut
Once the color has been ordered and arrives from the shop or distributor, it needs to be
cut down from its large sheet to the specific dimensions relating to the intended instrument it will
accompany. The color count document is sorted alphanumerically and furthermore by
instrument type (Appendix R). Having the specific cuts needed from each sheet of gel is perfect
for quickly introducing new students who have never had to pull gel before. Being a university
with new students working in the electrics shop every semester, this is very helpful.
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At the end of the color count document is a section on color frames. Not to be confused
with a list of frames needed for the production, but rather a cheat sheet for how many cuts of gels
can be gotten from one full sheet. The number of cuts you can get out of a sheet is based on the
type of instrument it is used for.

Gobo Schedule
Much like the instrument schedule, this document sorts the templates used in the show so
one can easily determine which lights need to get a specific gobo (Appendix S). Each template
sheet includes a photo of the gobo to make things easier. With the dozens of gobos in Hairspray, it
was helpful to have the picture so as not to get confused. The document also notates which size
gobo frame is needed so that the template fits in the instrument as desired.

Color Cards
Oftentimes when working on a dance piece, color changes need to be made between or
even during the acts; usually in a boom position. For Hairspray with numerous set changes and the
constant movement of large numbers of actors on and off the stage, having booms in each wing
did not seem like the best scenario. Instead, multiple ladder positions were used to accomplish the
various different colors of sidelight that I wanted. If I had opted for more booms, I may have
created a color card.
This piece of paperwork, usually separated by Stage Left and Stage Right, chronicles the
change of color for a specific instrument throughout the performance. Times are notated on the
document and changes are printed in bold for ease of use. A great example of a color card can be
seen in Figure 2 on the next page. The color card is from a production of Hokey, which lighting
designer Steven Shelley created.
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Figure 2
Color Card - Hokey
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Floor Cards
During Hairspray there were numerous scenery pieces that tracked on and offstage as well
as flying in and out during the show. Some examples were the Record Curtain, Sock Hop
Streamers, and Mr. Pinky Sign. Combining the need for lighting positions that could effectively
light these elements was keeping the wing space between the scenic wall panels as clear for actor
traffic as possible. Many musical numbers included a majority of the cast, if not the full company.
Therefore, the wings were heavily populated passageways that I wanted to stay clear of whenever
practical. The best solution was to create rovers; lighting positions made of vertically orientated
pipe mounted to a roving boom base.
To track the placement of these rovers, a floor card was made (Appendix U). A plan view
of the stage with the rovers is accompanied by a note that details the physical “on” and “off”
positions for each. Getting this document to the stage management team well ahead of technical
rehearsals was helpful in their ability to track all the various moving parts backstage such as
actors, props, and scenery. Any information that can be given ahead of time, whether the show is
big or small, is vitally helpful to the ease of the technical process.
Speaking to a larger point is commenting on just how much documentation is generated
for a show; in this case, the lighting design alone. The reason there is such a large collection of
information is a result of the various people that rely on it. To only generate research, renderings,
and other visual presentational media would only be serving to convey ideas to a director and/or
members of the design team. Likewise, if only the lighting plot and section, Lightwright
paperwork, and lineset schedule were created, only the Master Electrician and crew would benefit
and be able to properly do their job. In summary, we as designers create a plethora of
documentation in order to serve all of the various members of the production team which in turn
will ensure the proper implementation of the design.
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Load-In & Focus Packet
Hang Plot
The hang plot document is separate from the lineset schedule (although the names are
interchangeable) located on the plot because it provides more detailed information about the
goods hanging in the air (Appendix V). Rather than just the lineset number, distance from plaster
line, and the trim, the hang plot gives weight, distance from the center line, and any additional
notes. As this is a more comprehensive schedule, its creation is usually a collaboration between
both the electrics and scenic departments. The additional information is helpful in case something
needs to be added or taken away. If there were any goods hung that were not a part of the
counter-weight system (such as dead hung from the grid with aircraft cable or on a chain motor)
they would be listed in a separate document called the spot line schedule.
While needing to add two or three lights to an electric might seem harmless, the
additional cable and sheer weight of the combined fixtures are enough to warrant more weight to
be added to the lineset. When dealing with legs and other soft goods, knowing the distance of the
opening from center line is very helpful when dealing with sightlines and budgeting ample lighting
instrumentation with associated shutter cuts off the masking.

Groups List
Arguably the second-most important bit of information to a designer during tech other
than their magic sheet is their groups list. Most designers, like myself, choose to place group
information directly on their magic sheet so it cuts down on the amount of paperwork cluttering
up their space at the tech table. With computer monitors, lights, notebooks, laptops, and
accessories lingering all across the table, having your paperwork concise as possible is the key to
an efficient process. While the groups are listed on my magic sheet, the sheer number of groups
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for Hairspray was helpful to have in a separate document to enter into the lighting console
(Appendix W).
A group is recorded and recallable value that includes a range of channels; usually
comprising a specific purpose. Examples of a group include:
•

Warm Frontlight

•

Texture Wash

•

No Color Sidelight

•

Fireplace

When I begin to lay out my groups, I keep in mind that I may want more specific control
of a specific range of channels within a larger group. To organize that information in my head so
the groups are easy to relay to the lighting console programmer, I try to keep major umbrella
groups as a number ending with zero. I’ll do this specifically when I know that there will be
subsets of that group. For instance, all of my sidelight on ladder positions were broken down in
this way. My Clean Pink Sidelight was organized into Group 130. Knowing that I’d need to
isolate areas of the stage throughout the production, I created Group 131, 133, and 135 as
channels that included coverage for Downstage, Centerstage, and Upstage respectively. These
groups were then placed on my magic sheet for quick recalling during tech.
Occasionally, I wasn’t able to stick to my guideline of having major groups end with a
zero. This always happens with my front light because the first warm front light is almost always
Channel 1 since there cannot be a Channel 0. In this instance, the cool front light needs to begin
with a number ending with 1; thus 21 for Hairspray. The same scenario was repeated for the front
light specifically for the Turnblad apartment since it just made sense. Knowing that my group
number was different in my front light is an easy thing to add to my vocabulary as a designer but
occasionally I would call for Group 10, which of course didn’t exist.
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Submasters
Oftentimes there are channels that are best controlled with the ability to instantly control
their intensity state. The light board operator may need easy access to a channel or series of
channels such as house lights. A submaster is created which records channel values into a
recallable value much the same as a group. That submaster can be mapped digitally on the
lighting console to a physical fader which acts as a dimmer; allowing the operator to manipulate
that submaster from 0 to 100%. The faders are located directly to the left or right of the lighting
console and are easy to operate quickly with the help of digital labels in a narrow LCD display
located below the faders.
In addition to house lights, I like to build what I call an “Oh Shit” submaster. This
submaster will include a general assortment of lights that illuminates the entire stage. The point
behind this is being able to quickly provide light in case of an emergency or potential hazard on
stage. There have been several times when I have had to get light on stage quickly after an actor
injured themselves or a scenic element was unsafe. Having lights on a handle (submaster) was a
quick way to restore calm and allow to necessary people to take care of the situation.
Other uses for submasters on Hairspray was to have control over lights for the conductor
as well as the ASL interpreters that came in to sign a show. There are two main reasons that
constitute the need for submasters in my mind: unpredictability and irregularity. The submaster
for the conductor was to give them recognition during the curtain call. Depending on various
things, the conductor usually isn’t going to stand up and bow at the same place and for the same
amount of time consistently with every show. It is much easier for the stage manager to call the
conductor light as a separate cue and the light board operator simply moves the handle up and
down; albeit as gracefully as possibly. The other element is irregularity. Since the ASL
interpreters were only there for one show, there was obviously no reason to cue that into the
show. Throwing the associated lights into a submaster meant that a separate show file didn’t need
to be created.
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Macros
When programming lights for a period of time, you begin to repeat a series of keystrokes
to accomplish one or more operations. Each keystroke on the lighting console takes a certain
average duration to execute; some more unfamiliar operations may take much longer to find.
While we’re talking about mere seconds, that time accumulates relatively quickly. Macros
automate a series of keystrokes to save the programmer valuable time; making them more
efficient and valuable to the production team. With advances in technology and seldom any
increased allotment in time to work with more complex tech, macros end up shaving minutes off
the time needed to program the show in mass quantity. Lighting programmers, like myself, will
oftentimes have all of their macros saved to an external flash drive. When they reach the console
that will be programming the show, they will merge the macros into the show file.
An example of a process that a macro may execute is recording a color palette. When
selecting a color for an intelligent lighting instrument (such as a moving light or LED ellipsoidal),
the lighting designer usually wishes to replicate a color from one of the main color manufacturers
in the industry; such as Rosco, Lee, and Gam. Modern lighting consoles like the ETC Ion will
allow the programmer to select a specific color that relates directly to the manufacturer and
swatch number. For instance, I could ask for channels 51 thru 59 to be placed in R02 which is a
light amber gel color made by Rosco. The light board then computes what those values would be
and sends that information to the proper lighting instrument.
To save that information in a manner to be recalled for later use, the color is recorded
into a color palette. The lighting board is saving that color information as a referenced value,
meaning that the light board manufacturer (Electronic Theatre Controls; ETC) has a
predetermined value to achieve the desired R02 color. If I wanted to add a little more warmth
into a light that is different from the rest of my lights placed in R02, I would dial in some more
red via the lighting console. Recording or updating this new value will redefine the R02 reference
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everywhere it occurs in the show file. When I go back to play through my cues, the warmer R02
color that I wanted in only one light will now have changed in all of them.
Not being able to have the control I want is clearly not desirable. In this case, the
referenced color, R02, needs to be made into an absolute value. Simply put, instead of the Red,
Green, Blue, and White values for a light being “R02,” they will be transformed into numeric
values. The keystrokes behind that function are:
(Color) (Make_Absolute) [Enter]
After I have created a few color palettes, I will most likely forget what the last number
color palette was. As a result, I can press the “Next” keystroke to select the following number for
my newest color palette, thereby eliminating the need to look back at the color palette screen to
figure out the number. Again, saving as much work and time as possible is most advantageous.
Now that the color parameters of the lighting instruments are in absolute form, I need to record
those values into a new color palette. Since my last “Enter” command completes the syntax of the
previous function, I will need to reselect the channels I was working with. The “Select Last”
function will be added into the macro to accomplish this task:
(Select_Last) (Color) (Record) (Color_Palette) (Wait_For_Input) (By_Type) [Enter]
[Enter]
The “Wait For Input” command is where I would press the “Next” button in order to
bring up the color palette number. You may wonder why I didn’t just add that into the macro.
The reasoning is that not every color palette is going to be built in sequential order and sometimes
the lighting designer may want to organize their color palette through specific numbering. The
“Wait For Input” command gives me the option to do so or quickly hit the “Next” key to
continue as usual without taking up too much time. Before the final “Enter” keystrokes are
placed, the “By Type” command enables other fixtures of the same type to be able to reference
the palettes even if they weren’t recorded originally.
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In my macro, there are two “Enter” commands at the end. Occasionally one may need to
record over a previously built macro (also applies to other types of palettes, presets, and cues).
When that happens, the lighting console will return a confirmation message to ensure you actually
want to record over something previously created. It will require an additional “Enter” keystroke
to complete the action. In that case, the added “Enter” in the macro is to accommodate the
occasional situation where something needs to be rerecorded. A list of the macros that I currently
use when programming is available here (Appendix X).

Palettes
Organizing the various features of non-intensity parameters amongst intelligent lighting
fixtures and accessories is accomplished through palettes. Some examples of the palettes used
include beam, color, and focus values. These palettes store information to be recalled later on
during the cueing process. Their use increases the efficiency of the teching process by limiting the
amount of keystrokes required to achieve each desired “look” on stage every time.
Many times a designer will want a specific color, like R02 used in the previous example,
to be used in various instrument types such as a LED ellipsoidal, arc lamp moving light, and a
color scroller accessory. Since all three of those instruments use three different types of lamps, the
resulting color will most likely be slightly different in each fixture type. This is where color palettes
come into play. The values available to change color in each lighting fixture type is manipulated
till the desired color is reached. At that point, the various lighting instruments can be recorded
into a color palette. Remember, that function can be easily automated to an extent via macros
discussed previously.
As mentioned earlier, color palettes (like the other palettes associated with the lighting
console) store referenced data. This means that changing the value of a referenced palette will
affect all of the instruments of that specific type. Using the example earlier, a designer may wish to
increase the saturation of the amber color used in a color palette. If that person desires only a
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specific number of those instruments to reflect the change, they will need to turn those referenced
values into absolute data. When that particular cue is updated, the lighting console will record the
modified values in numeric form rather than the reference to the color palette.
This concept is the same for other palettes used with the lighting console such as beam
and focus palettes. One of the beautiful things about all of these palettes is the simple ability to
label them. A setting on the lighting console will allow those reference labels to be seen on the
screen. This allows the designer and programmer to instantly understand what state the intelligent
lighting fixtures are in and how to reconcile a problem, should it arise.
For Hairspray, I used both beam, color, and focus palettes. With color, I created a series of
twelve different palettes. Included were a no color white, CTO (color temperature orange), CTB
(color temperature blue), pale lavender, blush pink, daylight green, and some more saturated
pastel colors to compliment the vibrant paint used in the scenic elements. Using these twelve
palettes I was able to quickly obtain the proper look for the scene and then tweak certain values as
needed. With a cyc used in the show, color palettes became a quick way to establish color
gradients using different palettes in instruments lighting either the top or bottom of it.
Focus palettes are used with fixtures and accessories that physically shift the beam of light
via pan and tilt modifiers. For Hairspray, I recorded twenty positions. As is standard, I began to
grid out the stage into the apron, downstage, midstage, upstage, and then further into stage left,
center stage, and stage right. Beyond that, I recorded focus palettes for the Turnblad apartment,
Dynamite’s platform, and other locations such as the Hairspray can. Again, palettes save time and
increase efficiency. Instead of the programmer needing to turn the moving light fixtures or
accessories on, understand their position, and then move to the desired location, focus palettes set
the beam of light relatively close if not exactly where it ultimately needs to be.
Last on the list is beam palettes. This includes parameters more associated with moving
lights like zoom, iris, beam quality, shutter speed, and gobos. For Hairspray I used a number of
palettes to control those attributes; mostly with our High End Studio Spot and Color fixtures but
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occasionally with a gobo rotator that spun a template of hearts. When working with more
complex automated lighting fixtures that have more control parameters such as internal shutter
assemblies that can rotate, beam palettes truly become the programmer’s friend. Due to the fact
that more unique attributes can be controlled with beam palettes, it is a good idea to have a cheat
sheet next to you as the lighting designer so you remain as efficient as possible and not spending
as much time looking for the right beam palettes as it would take for the programmer to position
and manipulate the moving light from scratch. I have a document that includes all the pertinent
information for my palettes as well as submasters (Appendix Y).

Focus Point Ground Plan
When dealing with a large number of systems in a lighting design, knowing the specific
focus location of each instrument is of vital importance. Typically the focus call for a show is
limited to one or two days in most settings. For Hairspray we had a weekend to focus the 400+
lights in the rig. Having a document to map out where to stand for each light was helpful. The
focus point ground plan details exactly that (Appendix Z). A plan view of the stage is overlaid with
a cross symbol to indicate where I as a designer needed to stand in order to focus each light
associated with a specific system.
For clarity, the dimensions of each mark have been removed from the focus point ground
plan. Sometimes the graphic illustration of the spot to stand in to focus a light is sufficient and
there is no need to methodically measure out the precise location; although more accuracy is
always preferred when time allows. Additionally, the lighting designer may choose to place spike
marks at these specific points corresponding to the focus point group plan. In this instance, a
separate document would include a color-coded key for deciphering between spike marks during
the focus call. For me, creating the focus point ground plan made me exponentially more familiar
with the needed focus for each system and made me more confident going into that call.
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While broken down by systems, the focus point ground plan also includes some
information that is regularly found on the magic sheet. Channel, color, direction and group
number ease the process of identifying a light quickly among hundreds. In addition, the position
and unit number of the lighting instrument are included as a way to communicate with the
electricians about the instrument should an issue arise.

Focus Document
Whereas the focus point ground plan outlined the focus position by system, the focus
document depicts the focus information by lighting position. This document can be laid out in a
spreadsheet format which is referred to as a focus schedule. Do to multiple electricians focusing
lights in various positions around the theatre, many designers like myself would prefer a focus
document which has a similar layout as the lighting plot. This was the case for Hairspray where we
had several electricians focusing from different positions to expedite the focus call. Having the
focus document handy was a quick way for me to know where to stand in order to focus the light
as well as the appropriate shutter cuts I needed to make.
Similar to the light plot, the focus document is created on several large plates that
encompass lighting positions such as overstage, truss, FOH (front of house), and ladders and
booms. Depending on the number of lighting instruments used, the document can easily be
congested and hard to read efficiently. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure the focus
information added is concise while being perfectly clear to yourself as lighting designer or the
assistant lighting designer.
To save space, I’ve made a small graphic to represent the beam of light coming out of the
instrument and is located about the instrument symbol (Appendix AA). For ellipsoidals, a square
with rounded edges makes it easy to draw a line in from any edge to indicate a shutter cut. With
PAR instruments, the axis is an indication with a double-arrow line indicated as such. Fresnels
have a circle-shaped symbol with a crosshair-like axis in the middle, including a small note
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indicating how spotted in or flooded out the light should be. Above the graphic is either a
dimension that says where the designer should focus the center of the beam at or a brief note on
the scenic element the light is focused on. To easily identify the system associated with the light,
the purpose is listed below the lighting instrument symbol.

Focus Chart
The creation of a focus chart for a given production relies on answering a couple
questions to determine its necessity:
•

Will this show continue to live on after your production?

•

Is this a brand new show?

If the answer to either of these questions is yes, then creating detailed focus charts is
perfectly valuable to the documentation of the lighting design. Conversely, if both answers are no,
then the designer may wish to contemplate if the time required to complete this document is
beneficial to their process or could be better spent on other tasks. Focus charts are typically
created as an archival document and so the effort of creating it should depend largely on the
production’s future. For this production of Hairspray, I have included a small portion of the total
one-hundred-page focus chart document in order to outline what the paperwork looks like and
how it is helpful in recording the focus information of the design (Appendix AB).
The layout of this document is regularly seen in one of three orientations. First is what
you see in the associated appendix of this thesis; a single-column format. Some designers prefer to
consolidate the information into fewer pages and opt for a double-column layout. Both versions
organize the lighting instruments by position. This offers a quick and easy method for focusing a
remounted design as the electricians will usually prefer to go unit by unit on a position rather than
by system. The third common layout of the focus chart document is a single or double column,
by-channel orientation. For the lighting designer or assistant lighting designer recording the focus
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of each lighting instrument, this can be a great way to get the information recorded and then
insert it into a program like Lightwright which can reorganize the data into a by-position/unit
number layout for use by future productions.
Taking a look at the document itself, you’ll notice the typical instrument data like type,
purpose, color, gobo, and channel; found in paperwork such as the channel hookup and
instrument schedule. Moving down to the next row of information, the position of the light’s focus
is detailed in shorthand that first determines the distance left or right of centerline and then the
distance upstage or downstage of plaster line. To the right of that is a space to write in any special
notes that may pertain to that instrument’s focus, such as an obstacle to avoid. If the light is
focused on a piece of scenery, there is a space to note the specifics.
Next is a few spaces to record the quality of light from the instrument. When dealing with
an ellipsoidal, you can circle the symbol indicating the barrel’s position in or out from sharp. In
addition to the quality of light, there is a space on the document to record any shutter cuts made
with the light. For fresnels, the same row can be used for recording how much the beam is spotted
in or flooded out. PARs have the ability to rotate the axis of the beam. Most often the designer
will want the axis running stage left to stage right or upstage to downstage. This focus chart allows
you to record both of those conditions as well as 45° angles. Lastly, a helpful feature of the
document is the ability to insert a photo or leave the area blank for some handwritten sketches.
For my purposes, I made a jpg of the Hairspray ground plan which was mostly for visual reference
and a general indicator of where each light was focused.

Cue Construction Packet
Cheat Sheet
The first document in the cue construction packet will be the final magic sheet. This
document, like previously discussed, is of the utmost importance to the lighting designer during
the cueing process. The layout and style seen in the preliminary magic sheet discuss earlier will be
exactly the same. Elements may be added or taken away to reflect any changes that have taken
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place. Likewise, there are usually a few circumstances where a channel is incorrectly labeled or
duplicated. The final magic sheet is where those discrepancies can be rectified so that the designer
has the most accurate and comprehensive document to use for the technical rehearsals.
A new document following the completion of the final magic sheet is the cheat sheet.
Accompanying the designer at the tech table will be the desired number of computer monitors
that typically mirror the screen that the lighting programmer is working on. This allows the
designer to verify that their commands were executed properly and also to monitor the state of
channels and cues currently associated with the show file. The cheat sheet is a document that
outlines the major attributes associated with each light assigned to a channel; organized in
sequential order starting with the first channel.
When an issue arises with a channel such as the light appears to have the wrong color or
a channel that should be in the lighting console isn’t there, the cheat sheet enables the designer to
quickly identify the instrument and associated information. Occasionally a light may become
unpatched or inadvertently patched with another instrument. A brief look through the cheat sheet
allows the designer to identify the correct dimmer information and relay that to the programmer
to get back to cueing. This document may never get touched but like having insurance, you’ll
wish you had it when you need it.
You may be questioning the need for a cheat sheet when the lighting designer will have
already generated a channel hookup that lists the lighting instrument organized in the exact same
manner. While this is true, the cheat sheet is most helpful in its consolidated format which
combines the essential information into the shortest amount of space on the paper as practicable.
Furthermore, it serves as the paper equivalent of the channels located on the lighting console and
includes purpose, position, and color.
Why would the lighting designer want this? Oftentimes, the designer will be searching for
a warm-colored light that hits a specific spot on stage such as upstage-left. Instead of the
programmer bringing up random channels until the light is found, a quick glance at the cheat
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sheet shows that Channel 16’s purpose is “USL Warm” (Appendix AC). This is equally as helpful
when lights need to be taken out in order to better enhance the lighting in the scene. More often
than not, there will be a large number of lighting instruments on and finding one specific light
that needs to be taken out can take a great deal of valuable time. Additional information on this
document isn’t necessary when one can easily correlate the channel number with other
documents like the channel hookup and magic sheet.
Accompanying the final magic sheet and cheat sheet is the final version of the cue master.
As with the magic sheet, the cue master is a continually updated document that reflects the most
current information, in this case, the cueing of the show. Still, in the same layout and formatting
as its preliminary version, the final document is very helpful during cueing. Having the cue
structure formatted on paper translates directly into the lighting console with info like Act/Scene,
cue labels, timings, followspot information, and specific notes from the Director.
If a different department needs time to work on a technical element during tech, having
the final cue master allows the designer to cue ahead with a relatively solid understanding of the
basic look of the cue as well as timings and labels. It is equally helpful outside of the technical
rehearsal when there is downtime or “offline” time to work on cueing.
For Hairspray, I used my cue master to work in the offline version of the lighting console’s
programming software. I organized and labeled all of my cues as well as scenes (a relatively new
feature with this specific line of consoles). Furthermore, I was able to enter some basic cueing
information for systems like front light, side light, and texture. Translating to the final look of the
scene after tech wasn’t perfect but it did allow me to build the foundation so that I wasn’t starting
from scratch with such a large-scale musical.

Light Cue Sheets
While appearing slightly archaic, light cue sheets provide a read-out of each cue in the
show (Appendix AD). Older methods of cueing required a version of this document in order for
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the light board operator to manipulate sliders to the desired intensity which in turn controlled the
dimming of specific channels. In today’s modern world of advanced technology and powerful
computerized lighting consoles, this paperwork may seem highly unnecessary; which to be fair
usually is. External drives and multiple saving techniques reduce the risk of the show file being lost
if the equipment experiences a catastrophic failure. However, nothing beats having the physical
information in your hands should you come across either a theatre that doesn’t have a
computerized console of acceptable advancement or the venue’s $20,000 new lighting console
bursts into flames.
When I first began my training in technical theatre, I operated a two-scene preset lighting
console that operated in this method. On any given production I may have fifty to one-hundred
cue sheets that listed channels with desired intensities. The top row of sliders, grouped into “Scene
A”, would usually begin the show with a preset look onstage as well as some house lights. To
prepare for the first scene, I’d manipulate a duplicate set of sliders located on the bottom half of
the lighting console, Scene B based on the information on the cue sheet. Using a scene master, I
would slide from Scene A into Scene B and crossfade between the two cues.
I came to realize an important role of light cue sheets when I was the Lighting Director
for the national tour of Jim Henson’s Sid the Science Kid Live! We didn’t tour with a lighting console
of our own and for the first few months of the tour, it was never an issue. The venues we stopped
at all happened to have the same family of lighting console that was used to program the show.
Eventually, our luck ran out and we came across a venue that had a computerized console but
was a knockoff brand that did not recognize the show file for our production. With only a few
hours to load-in before an evening performance, the decision had to be made to create several
looks instead of trying to re-cue the show which would have taken far too long.
This taught me a valuable lesson. From that point on I exported a pdf of our show file
from the lighting console, which includes the light cue sheets. Venues that didn’t have a modern
lighting console that could read our show file had the channel intensity values for each light and
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could have their programmer or electrician insert those values prior to our arrival; keeping the
integrity of the show intact. Depending on the scale of the production, you can imagine just how
time-consuming the process of manually inserting cueing data into a console would be. That
reality prompted the producers to invest in renting a lighting console that we could tour with. In
the end, it was a valuable learning experience for everyone involved.

Followspot Cue Sheets
An often overlooked aspect of the lighting design are the followspots. In a musical like
Hairspray, they are incredibly important. Oftentimes the full ensemble will be onstage in some
capacity, either in the background, singing, or engaged in a dance number. Being able to pick out
the principals from the group is the primary role of the followspot. Most musicals utilize more
than one followspot in order to satisfy the lighting design. For Hairspray we had two operators who
took on an enormous workload. As such, having the assistant lighting designer keep track of their
cues with followspot cue sheets was a way to manage it all (Appendix AE).
The key controllable qualities of a followspot are color, frost, beam size, intensity, and
even texture. Furthermore, the operator needs to know who they are picking up with their light
and the timing to do so. With the large cast in Hairspray, there were twelve characters that the
operators needed to become familiar with. Both people operating the followspots were new to the
job but picked it up incredibly fast; which I was whole-heartedly grateful for.
On the followspot cue sheet, I created a color-coded key to help manage the vast number
of cues required. This included shorthand to describe the type of shot needed; such as Half Body
(1/2 B), Full Body (FB), and Head and Shoulders (H & SH). Next were the twelve characters that
would be spotted. Each received their own color to avoid confusion. Lastly was a color-coded list
of the followspot colors, frost, and gobo. In the document, the frost was designated by its own
column with a checkbox because it was used so often in the show.
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Despite having all the necessary information for the followspot operators to effectively
spot the show, I would have preferred that the stage manager call the cues. During tech, there
were several songs such as The Big Dollhouse and The Madison were the followspot operation wasn’t
as consistent as it could have been. This was largely due to inexperience and becoming familiar
with the show, which I completely understood, but began to impact the design. In my opinion, I
think the followspot operators just needed some clear direction and the time to practice. Having a
bit more trust in their abilities may have seen through to an effective result in some of these more
followspot-heavy numbers.
My assistant lighting designer was overwhelmed (understandably so) with managing the
followspot operators and guiding them through the show. This led to some slight confusion for the
operators in not fully understanding what was being asked of them. At the same time, my ALD
was conferring with the followspot operators, I was busy cueing with the programmer. Therefore
it made it difficult to stop what I was doing and jump into the confusion with the followspots.
Once a few days of tech passed and all parties became more familiar with the rhythm of the show,
the communication to the followspot operators improved. Unfortunately, the number Mama I’m a
Big Girl Now became disastrous and couldn’t be thoroughly salvaged by opening night.
Prior to tech, I knew that particular song was going to be difficult to achieve with two
brand new followspot operators and an inexperienced assistant lighting designer. However, I had
faith that we would get the chance to practice it enough on its feet during tech that we could get it
to a visually pleasing point. This, however, did not become the case. Coordinating very quick
followspot intensity and focus changes proved too much. Coupled with this daunting task was
blocking that placed the three pairs of mother/daughter slightly stage left or stage right of my
lighting areas. As a result, scrapping the followspots for this number and replacing them with
stage lighting resulted in a messy, disjointed number which was thoroughly disappointing.
The director decided that we would cut the nuanced internal lighting cues in lieu of lights
up, light down scene lighting. At first, I was upset because so much time was spent trying to make
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the show a cohesive lit and professional-looking musical from start to finish. When we ran back
through the show, I had to fight every urge not to cover my eyes or look down at the floor when
we got to this song. After having some time to think, I reflected on my original goals for the show
and remembered that I promised to give the show my best and let that be enough.
The next day I went into the theatre and created a few internal cues for Mama I’m a Big
Girl Now. I wasn’t trying to create something that methodically acted upon every impulse
presented by the song but rather a broader design that supported the energy of the music. What
became the final cueing for this song wasn’t what I originally intended but it kept the integrity of
the show and the design intact and allowed me to focus my energy on the rest of the production.
The biggest lesson gleaned from this challenge was to take things in stride and rely on my
problem-solving skills and creativity to overcome difficult situations.
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Work Notes
During the first day of focus for Hairspray, I began keeping track of any notes that arose.
Some pertained to work notes such as a lighting instrument with the wrong barrel, a few channels
that wouldn’t come up during a channel check, or a light not having a gobo it needed. Other
notes were for me; changes that needed to made on the light plot or a reminder to ask scenery a
question. All of these notes were recorded in Lightwright and organized according to type.
Forcing myself to centralize all work notes in one location took some practice. Oftentimes I reach
for the nearest scrap of paper and jot down the note. The caveat to that unorganized method is
that occasionally notes get lost or tucked away somewhere I don’t remember to look at.
The beauty of Lightwright is that when an issue arises with a light, that channel can be
typed into the work note column and the program will fill in the rest of the attributes associated
with that light such as dimmer, purpose, and position. From there, the note can be added as well
as the type of note, cue number, status, and priority. All of these options make for a more efficient
means of tracking work notes as well as the ability to share the list with other members of the
team. When a note is completed, the status can be changed to reflect its completion. There is
something therapeutic about seeing the completed status of the note; similar to checking things off
of your to-do list.
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CHAPTER 4
ARCHIVE PACKET
Show File / Printout
Back before modern computerized lighting consoles, recording the lighting design of a
show meant generating a seemingly endless amount of hardcopy paperwork. The physically cued
show would be documented via light cue sheets as well as follow spot sheets if applicable. Why
seemingly over-the-top and wasteful, we must remember back to the question about the future of
the production. If there is a tangible chance that the production will go on to have a life
somewhere else in the future, capturing the lighting design in its entirety is necessary. Luckily, the
technology we have today allows an entire design to be electronically stored on a small external
hard drive or flash drive.
When visiting Broadway lighting designer (and legend) Ken Billington’s studio, he had a
physical binder containing the show bible for every show he had designed. This included different
variations of the same show, depending on whether it was for a national tour or occupying a
single theatre. The enormity of the collection reminds me of just how important the process is to
the craft of lighting design. Countless of hours of work compiled into a plastic binder. As a result,
it would be negligent of me not to mention just how fleeting the technology we rely on can be.
In the blink of an eye, all of the information for the lighting design of a production stored
on that little flash drive can be corrupted or lost. We’ve all had that moment (some of us more
than once) when hours upon hours were poured into a project and for whatever reason,
something happens that destroys it. This stresses the importance of having the documents saved in
several different places. For me, I keep a copy on an external hard drive as well as a cloud storage
service. Regardless of how many places I store my design documentation digitally, there is a
chance that it all could be wiped out in a single catastrophe. The big digital blackout could
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devastate tens of thousands of projects that rely on electronic storage. How lucky you’re feeling
about taking a chance that it doesn’t happen is completely up to personal preference.
The alternative, as demonstrated by Ken Billington’s studio, is to kill a few trees and have
all of the documentation printed out. Sure, a fire could destroy all of those documents as well but
we create with the understanding that failure is a likely outcome; be it undesirable, damaged, lost,
or stolen. The likelihood of such an event has a bit of a longer shot than electronic data being
corrupted or lost. Therefore, having a print out of the show is great insurance for a production
that will likely have a life beyond the one you designed.
For Hairspray, had it not been my thesis show and were I not a graduate student needing
to demonstrate my work and abilities to potential employers, I would not choose to print out all of
the design documents. Certainly, I would create an electronic folder of all of that information but
not to such an extent as this thesis encompasses. One of the main reasons of saving everything
from graduate school is the fact that I created many of these documents from scratch and will
likely use them as a template for future design work or teaching. With external hard drives having
several terabytes of storage for a reasonable price, there is no valid reason not to save everything.

Digital Focus Photographs
One of the components of the archive packet that time did not allow for on Hairspray are
photos of the focus for each lighting instrument. For a production that will go on tour or be remounted by an associate lighting designer, having a snapshot of the focus, in addition to focus
charts, can expedite the implementation of the lighting design. To accomplish this task, a channel
check is performed while a picture is taken from a location front of house with a digital camera.
Recent advances in technology have been able to automate and expedite this timeconsuming process. A program called FocusTrack takes complete control of the lighting console
and digital camera; essentially performing a channel check on its own while documenting each
light’s focus. Beyond this, the program can record the state of moving lights in different cues as
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well as a myriad of other features. Once again, anything to save time and energy is going to be a
huge asset to the lighting designer as well as the production.

Production Photos
As a graduate student building a portfolio of my work, I rely on production photos to
convey my design aesthetic. One of the challenges is obtaining pictures of high enough quality to
use in a portfolio or website. Oftentimes the photographer assigned to the show is focused on
getting close-up shots of the actors which are not that useful for demonstrating my work as a
lighting designer. I’m looking for full-stage wide shots that can capture the quality of light and
contrast in color or texture. Getting pictures that are both high quality and useful to me as a
lighting designer are few and far between (Appendix AF).
Luckily at Temple University, they have several photographers that understand theatrical
lighting and have a really keen eye for capturing really evocative moments both onstage and in
the design specifically. Still, the importance is usually on the actors which are certainly
understandable. To compensate, a photo call is had in which all of the designers are asked to
submit specific moments they would like pictures of. While every single request can’t be made due
to time constraints, a good amount of usable content is generated; making for excellent
production shots. I’ve benefited greatly from this at Temple and I am thankful that they have
procured such talented photographers for students to demonstrate their talents.
From several hundred photographs taken by two different photographers, I was able to
narrow them down to roughly fifteen photos. The process wasn’t just about the quality of the shot
but having a selection of various scenes and moments that encompassed the entire production.
Being able to demonstrate the cohesiveness of the lighting design, as well as the nuance, was
important to me. There’s also something to be said about a portfolio that shows too much. Too
many photos could reveal just how much a previous look was reused or increase the chance that a
photo shows off a flaw in the execution of the design at a certain point. For me, I will sacrifice
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quantity for quality any day of the week. It emotes restraint, decisiveness, and a keen eye for
effective design.
Some of the photos that I chose to put in my portfolio were slightly pixelated but had real
potential. This is a common occurrence with photos taken in theatres. Many photographers don’t
have the appropriate camera equipment or skills to accurately capture moments on stage lit with
theatrical lighting instruments. Having so many sources of light tends to pull focus and make
obtrusive contrasts in the photo. Worse are cameras that aren’t able to capture the scene
effectively due to low-level lighting intensities. Whichever the case, usually the result is some form
of touching up to be done with the final photographs.
There is a very big difference between touching up a photo to address quality issues and
altering a photo to achieve a visual aesthetic that, in reality, the lighting design failed to capture.
Like previously mentioned a photo may be slightly pixelated or blurry. Just a little correction with
a photo-editing program like Photoshop can enhance the quality of the photo while keeping the
integrity of the content intact. In addition, some modifications to brightness may help compensate
for the camera struggling with low-light conditions. As a general rule, if it helps demonstrate the
lighting design as created, then the modification is validated. If you need to oversaturate the
image with color or crank up the contrast, the problem may be with the design and not the photo.
Finally, as was mentioned earlier, the scale of the lighting bible on a particular show and
associated paperwork is determined primarily on the assumed future of the production. If there is
a chance the show may be remounted at another theatre, go out on tour, or is a new work with
the potential for licensing, you may wish to compile a full bible to effectively document the design
as intended. As time is so preciously valuable, careful attention should be given to understanding
the level of documentation required for the production.

CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION
Personal Goals
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One of the most important aspects of the design process is the evaluation. Reflecting back
on the journey is an important aspect of measuring the successes and failures of the design while
critiquing the designer’s personal growth. Revisiting my initial personal goals set for Hairspray I
ask myself how I did. My first goal was to convey my design ideas effectively. Second, I would
strive to maintain a professional attitude throughout the entire process. It’s difficult to say which
was more important insomuch that they were both aspects of myself as a lighting design
professional that needed exercise to improve. Much like an athlete, you identify your weaknesses,
craft a plan to seek improvement, and execute that plan till success is earned.
Wanting to effectively convey my designs was a goal born out of the often difficult task of
accurately demonstrating how lighting will enhance the production. All the research, conceptual
imagery, and renderings are useless if the production team and most importantly, the director,
can’t adequately comprehend the presented design ideas. Without this, there is a rather slim
chance that the director and fellow members of the team can ask the appropriate questions and
provide feedback to steer the design into a cohesive piece.
As previously discussed, my presentational choice was storyboarding. Putting together
some visual references to the scenery and accompanying them with specific lighting ideas enabled
any discussions about the design to occur. This method was effective because of the advantages I
already had going for me with this production. First was the show itself. Hairspray is one of those
shows that is almost like a package deal. Audience members coming to our production at Temple
University who have seen another stage production or had watched any of the Hairspray movies
had a pretty good understanding of what to expect. The staples of Hairspray are certainly the 60s
geometric patterns and pastel colors, coupled with big hair and exotic costumes. Unlike a
Shakespeare play which can take on many different design concepts, Hairspray is a show that
comes with its own design requirements that simply make it Hairspray.
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For our production, it was understood between the director and design team that the
aforementioned components that make up this aesthetic were what the show obviously needed.
Specifically, the director Peter Reynolds and I discussed having bright, punchy pastel colors and
an absurd amount of gobo texture which is exactly what we delivered. Beyond those two
necessities, Peter placed his confidence in me to provide the pizazz and energy that the show
needed. I was grateful to him for the wide open canvas for which to work in. He didn’t nit-pick
each and every scene but instead looked at my storyboards and trusted in the ideas I presented.
My decision not to create digital or hand-drawn renderings was specifically to keep that
blank canvas as wide open as possible. The biggest fear when creating pre-visualization material is
that the director and production team will expect something from you as a lighting designer that
doesn’t end up translating on stage as advertised. This not only sets the production back in terms
of fully teching the show but damages the confidence and trust that people place in you to execute
a design. Quite obviously, this is not what I wanted to happen.
Storyboarding allowed me to use broad-stroke terminology such as describing the texture
and feeling of being outside in the schoolyard for the Dodgeball scene. With the scenic panels
which are seen 80% of the show, I indicated that I would light them with two methods. The first
being a no-color light that simply brought out the funky, colorful designs on each panel. Secondly
would be a layer of texture in a color that corresponded to each panel, allowing some intriguing
depth of vibrancy in places.
The closest I got to actual pre-visualization was in demonstrating the texture I wanted to
use. I felt that it was important to show the specific gobo template I wanted to use as well as the
custom gel accompanying it to convey that our plethora of gobos was going to be a primary way
of differentiating between the various locations during the show. As a result, I laid the texture on a
2D-plan view of the stage with a brief description as to the idea I was going for. To be completely
honest, much of what the lighting designer does is pure salesmanship. During the design process, I
needed to add some color and flair to convey the energy and fun that the lighting would bring to
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design elements already seen at this point such as the set and costume design. I tried making my
brief descriptions of the lighting ideas evocative and irresistible similar to the marketing and ad
campaigns during that time period.
The second of my personal goals was to maintain a professional attitude during the entire
process; from initial production meetings to open night. My experience here at Temple has
oftentimes been frustrating in dealing with various characters on shows. In the first half of my
time in grad school, I became a very cynical and angry person which was quite detrimental to my
abilities to effectively grow as a professional as well as help undergraduate students with similar
predicaments who needed my support and guidance. After I came to the realization that going
home each day upset about the situation at school and losing countless hours of sleep was not a
viable way to live my life, I made the decision to refocus my time, energy, and heart.
I took some great advice about not leaving any issues unresolved that day until the next;
to deal with obstacles as they came and to progress forward. If you can’t see what is in front of
you, look somewhere else. With uncertainty about my decision to go to Temple University,
questioning the field that I got into, and facing adversity from people that were supposed to
support and guide me, the future was very hazy and unclear. In that moment I looked not to the
next day’s problems but to the things I could do on my own to help me succeed and benefit from
my time in graduate school. Being able to work on Hairspray and especially with Peter Reynolds, I
foresaw an incredible opportunity to rebrand myself, and present the best of my professional self.
It wasn’t a decision to merely be this person but rather the honest acceptance of the challenge to
get as close as possible; understanding that I am imperfect and would be tested constantly with
challenges throughout my career. This production was the perfect medium in which to craft my
professional persona and attitude.
My first trial run as my new self was in our first production meetings and design
conferences with just the director and designers. Before the first of these, I took stock of my
demeanor and how I carried myself in previous meetings. In I suppose what can only be my
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passive aggressive attempt at conveying my resentment and disgust of certain people and
processes within the department, my appearance was rather unkempt, I slouched down in my
chair, and my responses were short and void of enthusiasm. Self-reflection was so vital to this
process. I became aware of my faults and knew exactly how to correct the issues. As an overanalytical person my whole life and spending time in other fields that require careful attention to
detail and quick corrective measures, I only needed to accept that this time the problems that
needed to be resolved were all within myself.
This perhaps was the biggest hurdle for me to overcome in starting down the road of this
personal goal. I am a stubborn person by nature and tend to carry burdens and resentment for an
incredibly long period of time; to the point where I forget the original offense. Once I had
convinced myself that the change would only benefit me and help me succeed with a career in
lighting, I was able to walk into that first production meeting.
The change was very noticeable to many around me and several folks were taken back by
this new me. The first thing I realized is that I was more approachable by people and was able to
have more wholesome, effective conversations. Probably the biggest outward change was that for
the first time in a long while, I was smiling. I owe a lot of thanks and gratitude to the department
chair Fred Duer who never once stopped fighting for me and the other graduate students. Faced
with many challenges of his own on the administrative level, dealing with matters pertaining to
the department and his own designs, I am so thankful for his time, energy, and compassion.
Without which I would simply have left graduate school and explored another career.
After our first few production meetings, school was over for the semester and everyone
went to their respective summer jobs in various parts of the country. Having this time gave me a
few more months to extend my personal journey to my summer position in Upstate New York.
Practicing professionalism through my interactions with the lighting designer and his assistant was
a great way to build my skills and prepare for the next stage of the Hairspray production process
when the fall semester began.
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As mentioned previously, the Hairspray sign that was eventually cut a week or so before
the fall semester started. In past years I may have become reactionary and angry that a design
element that had been planned for months was ultimately cut last minute. Instead, I was able to
handle the situation with grace. It all comes down to the question of how attached I was going to
be to any given component and to what length will I go to fight for keeping it. For a few weeks, it
became rather obvious that the shop heads wanted to get rid of the sign. Time constraints, labor,
and cost were all cited as reasons to cut the sign. A few days were spent calculating the actual cost
element and even though it was within our budget, both the set designer and I could read the
writing on the wall. The shop didn’t want to deal with it and we needed to cut the piece and move
on.
Knowing which battles to fight and which to back away from are important to winning
the proverbial battle. Small instances similar to the Hairspray sign would occur during the rest of
the process and sometimes they were worth finding a solution that benefited everyone and other
times things were cut to save time (such as the roving fresnels). All the while, the most important
idea in the back of my mind was telling the story. If it didn’t fully support the story we were trying
to tell then it was probably something closer to an embellishment or pipe dream that necessity. As
a designer, we all have our “dream design” which occurs when you get exactly all the elements
and ideas that you initially wanted, executed fully into the production. This is seldom what you
end up with and therefore, you have to be prepared with alternate iterations of your design that
lose some of the loftier components you would have liked without compromising the production.
During tech time is always in short supply and for a show like Hairspray, you have to move
quickly as a lighting designer. With little time to actually dry tech a show at Temple and going
into technical rehearsals with full tech, cast, and music, it is all the most stressful to cue the show.
In addition to the lighting looks for each scene, more complicated cueing for quick scene changes
and musical numbers needed to be worked out to ensure that everything flows in a cohesive
manner. The only trouble with this is that often there is not the time required to fully cue each
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and every scene and song. As a result, I had to make it clear that the nuanced internal lighting
changes to follow the tempo of the music would have to be done outside of tech. This is incredibly
stressful for the designer but in order to actually get the show cued, is required.
Early on in tech, Peter and I established good communication where he could quickly
make a request or change and I was able to either make the alteration immediately or could
explain briefly that what he was asking would require more time and that I could create it later.
Being able to speak succinctly and clearly was absolutely imperative to the process. Already
crunched for time, there is not a great deal of opportunity to spend on conversing about lighting
ideas during tech. The best case scenario for us was for me to be as prepared as possible to make
live changes quickly, get approval, and move the hell forward.
Having a great deal of cueing completed prior to tech was helpful in the process. I also
established several palettes, groups, and presets to help speed things along. While requiring a
great deal of my time before tech, I’m glad I did. Spending that time made for a relatively smooth
tech process minus the occasional hiccup here and there. Most importantly, I was having a great
deal of fun. Not being stressed out but investing in the show and enjoying the process resulted in a
more meaningful and creative design that was able to showcase my ideas rather than an exercise
of making sure people were lit.
Having a negative attitude and letting the stress take over me would have been absolutely
catastrophic to this production. Making these personal goals for myself was one of the greatest
learning experiences of my time in graduate school. Mindset is such an important factor in the
overall success of the theatre design professional and I’m glad that I was able to learn that in a
space where I could fail and it wouldn’t be the end of the world; or more importantly a lost job
opportunity. It also comes down to people. Having Peter as a director on this process helped me
greatly. There are a handful of other directors at Temple that could have made this production
an absolute nightmare and may have reverted me back to my old self. This clearly was not the
case and thus I am not going to reflect on the “what if” but rather the “what is.”
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Design Goals
There were three design goals that I strove for in my Hairspray lighting design. First was to
create unique looks for the various locations throughout the show. Rather than recycling looks
from previous scenes I wanted to make each location special and offer the audience the sense of
something new and exciting to experience. My second goal was simply to take risks and make
bold gestures. Last but certainly not least was to have fun with the production. While seeming like
a personal goal, I instead wanted to make a point to let my enthusiasm for the show to truly shine
through the lighting design.
During the course of the play, there are numerous different locations; such as the
Turnblad Apartment, jail yard, Baltimore Eventorium, Corny Collins studio, detention hall,
schoolyard, and record shop. While the music and script offer ample description as to the location
of each scene, accentuating that with lighting was important. Within the set design, indicating a
new location usually meant adding in a set piece, like the schoolyard fences with some signage, to
indicate the setting. Adding onto that idea, I layered in some foliage texture, bright sunlight
colors, and fence gobos to compliment the perceived notion of the high-noon sun shining through
the fences. It only took a few additional systems but the effect was valuable to the audience in
both conveying the notion of location while being visually appealing and contrasting previous
scenes.
Tied in with the first goal is taking risks and making bold gestures. To be fair, Hairspray
already tends to lend itself to bold color and broad-stroke design ideas. Having this benefit I was
more comfortable to pack as much flash and trash as possible. This meant providing color and
texture systems for the various drops that flew in such as the record curtain, sock hop streamers,
and shimmer curtains. While I feel I did succeed in providing these big, bold lighting gestures,
that may have come at the cost of finessing some of the finer details. For example, the Mr. Pinky
sign wasn’t as well lit as I would have liked. My original intention was to make the sign really pop
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and stand out. Unfortunately, due to some rigging challenges and lack of lineset space, I was only
able to graze the sign with the intended special. To compensate I really pumped up the broadway
pink of Mr. Pinky’s shop in hopes that would direct the audience’s eye away from the hiccup of an
awkwardly lit sign. All-in-all situations like this were more of the exception than the normal and I
was able to get take the risks that I wanted in order to create an evocative design.
The last design goal was to have fun. As previously mentioned, the tech process was
rather smooth and I was able to keep a light-hearted and jovial attitude throughout, which I feel
enhanced the success of that process. Other designers and the director must have felt more
comfortable in discussing ideas with me because of my more receptive and approachable
demeanor. I’m glad that I was able to identify my weaknesses prior to this process since all
persons involved, from the cast and crew, put forth a phenomenal effort to make the production
what is was. To give anything less than my all would simply have been a disappointment. The one
thing Temple has never lack in my time here are students who are so seriously engaged in their
education and future careers. Balancing professionalism with the pure enjoyment of the process
was obviously helpful to me but also an enhancement to the creative process of other students.

Self-Evaluation
Looking back on the seven productions I have designed here at Temple University,
Hairspray has by far been the most fulfilling in terms of satisfaction of my work. I took a leap of
faith and stepped outside of my comfort zones for two reasons:
•

Production Value - Bold, saturated color choices and textures to make musical
numbers and scenes pop. Instead of being conservative in my design I opted out
of playing it safe while not being reckless with my decisions.
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•

Teaching Tool - Breaking my habit of lighting scenes as if they were postcard
images. My inspiration was to design by manipulating the audience’s eye through
selective visibility and isolation.

As can be seen in the production photos, I feel that I successfully created the bold gestures
throughout scenes I originally sought out to make. Through high contrast from LED lights on the
cyc combined with uplighting the geometric real wall, I was able to compliment the chosen color
palette onstage. This gave the audience a visually entertaining stage picture that complimented
the high energy of the musical numbers.
In regard to using Hairspray as a teaching tool for myself as a lighting design student, I
learned a great deal from the failures in the design. While I was successful in highlighting
principal characters and directing the audience to those individuals, my focus on that task left me
to neglect lighting the ensemble more than I wished. For example, during the Corny Collins
show, trying to isolate Corny and accent the environment around him took my attention away
from lighting the reactions from characters in the background, which at certain moments were
pure comedic gold. I was able to create a visually appealing scene. Having a bubblegum-like
gradient on the cyc and layering some soda pop fizz texture on the floor really heightened the
scene. Unfortunately, the saturated pastel pink and blue sidelight I had glowing on the
background characters was insufficient in reading their facial expressions and reactions to Corny.
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Corny Collins Show
Just givingthem a bit more light would have allowed the audience to see their reactions while still
emphasizing Corny Collins as the focus of that particular moment. Learning from this experience,
I have a keener understanding that a key part of my job is not merely creating a pleasant aesthetic
but to guide the audience’s attention as precisely as an Air Traffic Controller directs the flow of
aircraft in the sky and on the ground.

Process
As I have said previously, the collaboration between members of the production team was
phenomenal. This is not something I have been accustomed to here at Temple so my praise of
this aspect of the show is not something I give out lightly. From the initial concept meetings there
was a complete sense of trust, specifically felt from the director Peter Reynolds. That trust led to
my freedom to explore design possibilities and come up with creative solutions without needing
step-by-step instruction or advice. Conversations were for the most part very open and
collaborative. An exception to that being the process of cutting the Hairspray which has already
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been discussed in detail. Even in that situation, we were able to find a solution and most
importantly, move on to the next task.
One aspect of the production process that could have used more attention was my
interaction with the costume designer, Rita. I will be brutally honest and say that the two of us
never had a single interaction. This is something completely one-hundred and eighty degrees
from my experience at Temple. On every other show, the costume designer and I have had
discussions about our palettes and have even gone so far as to take the costumes to the lighting lab
and actually see how the lighting was going to affect them. Obviously we did not get that level of
collaboration together on Hairspray. Being a guest designer and not often on campus may have
contributed to our lack of interaction. However, it doesn’t excuse the attempts I could have made
to get a conversation going.
Though the end result was positive and the costumes agreed with the lighting, it was
mostly a product of blind trust and sheer luck than true confidence. Since the costumes were
being acquired as part of a rental package from another theatre, I only had a photo collage that
Rita handed out. The ultimate success of the costumes working with the lighting is also due to the
concept mentioned before that Hairspray is almost always going to be a “package deal” that has a
very specific aesthetic and design requirements. It was unlikely that the costume design would
result in everyone wearing cowboy outfits or space suits. Still, not having all the proper
conversations to sort out any possible conflicts was unwise and not something I intend on
recreating in my future design work.

Production
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Looking back on the show itself, there were certain things that absolutely worked and
some things that didn’t work. Beginning with the successes, one of the aspects I was most pleased
with was the dynamic cue time. Working professionally as a programmer and gaining more
experience with the lighting console was certainly helpful. More importantly, understanding how
to manipulate cue timing to make lighting shifts, scene shifts, and musical numbers more
interesting was incredibly helpful. Layering in discrete timings for specific lights allowed for more
eye-catching cues that appeared more dynamic rather than a fish flopping to the other side.
Heightening the effect of dynamic cue timing was using different color combinations, often with
various gobo systems, which allowed for scenes to feel more individualized and not merely a slight
variation on a previous look. This all goes back to my goal of creating unique scenes without the
“recycled look” of pulling from earlier cues.
One thing I have learned over the course of my time at Temple is not riding the front
light. Doing so lights the actor that is comfortable to the human eye as the entire face of the
subject is illuminated. However, the front light increasingly flattens out the facial features of the
person as the intensity of the light rises. Instead, I made a point to let the top and side light shape
the actor’s form. Most of the musical numbers have a very energetic tempo and involve heavy
choreography. It is more visually appealing and cohesive if the focus is on the way the actors
dance with the music rather than discerning every single feature on each actor. It all boils down to
the story you are trying to tell. Hairspray calls for this type of sculptural lighting and there are
certainly other shows who’s story requires more front light. The individuality of different shows is
part of the intrigue of lighting design and what makes it so much fun.
The last aspect of the production which I deem a success is the effects I created. By
opening night there were over one-hundred separate effects manipulating various lighting systems
and intelligent lighting parameters (such as color and texture) in the show. Like the layering in of
different light angles, the effects added another layer of intrigue, primarily to musical numbers. As
human beings, we are intrinsically drawn to others. This is related to the way in which we
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respond emotionally to disasters and turmoil in parts of the country where we know nothing
about those affected. Lighting has the power to help extend the power of music and energy from
dance into the audience. Instruments pulsating or chasing to the beat of the music incites people
to involuntarily tap their feet along with it or bop their head. Generating this phenomenon
through lighting effects is a fantastic ability to have as a lighting designer. I feel like this effect was
achieved on this production of Hairspray and contributed greatly to the overall success of the run.
In terms of things that didn’t work, the first was previously mentioned, focusing too much
on the principal characters and not giving enough love and attention to the ensemble in certain
moments. Towards the end of the teching process, I had finished the majority of my cueing and
was able to work on the more subtle and nit-picky aspects of the design. This is where I noticed
several moments in which the ensemble was just too dark in contrast to the primary action on
stage. To correct this problem quickly in order to ensure I had all problem areas fixed, I added in
some front light. Of course, front light is really unflattering when used to light those in the
background who shouldn’t be the primary focus. Most of the time, sidelight wasn’t possible
because the ensemble was downstage of the ladder positions focused to light them. In hindsight, I
need to continue my sidelight system downstage to the apron in cases like this.
Another aspect that I wish I could have spent more time on was providing more advice
and mentorship to my assistant lighting designer (ALD). Her duty of managing the followspot
operators was such an enormous task that I should have devoted more time to helping out with
that. Calling the followspots is hard enough on most other shows but Hairspray is especially
challenging because spotlights are constantly called for. Another challenge was using the
followspot to pull people out of a crowd. This meant that my ALD needed to be extremely
familiar with every character on the stage in order to instruct the followspot operators who to light
and how. Already engulfed in programming cues with my programmer as well as talking to the
director, I had few chances to stop what I was doing to offer guidance to my ALD. This is
certainly not something I was proud of. Looking back, I would have scheduled more time with
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just my ALD and the followspots to practice coordinating the required movements and
instructions. Being fully immersed in calling the spots also meant virtually no time to teach her
more about lighting design and to observe the cue-creation process. In the end, I believe it was a
valuable experience for her to have and that she will be all the more confident in the future,
whether it being assisting on another show or designing lights herself.
During Mama, I’m a Big Girl Now, a complex choreography of the followspots and lighting
cues was needed to effectively light the number. When my dream design idea for the number
couldn’t be attained and there wasn’t more time to let the followspot operators practice, I should
have immediately created a Plan B. This would have been an idea that still retained the integrity
of the overall design but also allowed us to move past this scene and onward with tech. Instead
what happened is a bit of frustration on behalf of myself and Peter. What we had simply wasn’t
working out and being such an early scene in the show, we needed to move forward. Peter
insisted that it would just be a lights up and lights down number. I completely disagreed with this
as it compromised my design and looked like shit. That being said, the complexity of the design
was partially my fault despite a more choreographed number that would have been more helpful.
After taking a few breaths and gathering some brainstorming power, I was able to go back and
give a little movement and life back into the number. It certainly was not my proudest moment of
the production but it wasn’t a complete disaster that looked like the lighting board was off. It’s all
about compromise and handling challenges with grace.

A Three Year Journey at Temple University
Before I began this thesis, I thought long and hard about the story I wanted to
tell. Would I labor over all the adversity and challenges that I faced here? Did I wish to
completely forget that everything happened? I suppose what I landed on was a mixture of both.
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The time I spent in those first two years was quite honestly some of the lowest points in my life.
Anger, betrayal, and depression ran rampant through my thoughts and consumed me. However,
that is not my legacy here at Temple. It goes back to the wisdom I gained after changing my
mindset and optimistically looking ahead. What is the story I’m trying to tell?
I want people to look back over this thesis and see a guy who has a deep passion for
theatre and lighting, and had a journey rather than an experience. Too often I focused on specific
experiences, events, and times when things were bent out of shape and sideways. I can now say
that I’m looking at my time in graduate school simply as a journey. In the end, the journey taken,
the things learned, and the lessons taken away will always be more important than the start or end
of the trip. In order for me to close the final page of my story here at Temple, I need to take a bit
of advice from my grandmother who has always seen life through rose-colored classes.
First and foremost has been the incredible opportunity to design seven shows. There was
never the thought in my mind while I searched for graduate programs that I’d design anywhere
close to that number of productions. At the very best I assumed I’d work as an electrician or
assistant for my first year and then maybe get a MainStage show each year with a possible small
student-run show or something else. Such was not the case at Temple. I was able to Associate LD
one play and an opera. In addition, I was able to assist my mentor Shon Causer at the Walnut
Street Theatre’s Studio Three which was a fantastic opportunity. Each of the shows I got to
design was unique and offered up new learning experiences.
In addition to the design opportunities, I was able to teach; something I had expressed
interest in coming into the program. I’ve been able to teach Welcome Backstage Lab for a few
semesters, co-teach Lighting Design I, create a 3D Vectorworks class, and then teach Lighting I
on my own. In addition to teaching I was able to guest lecture Welcome Backstage and Intro to
Design; teaching both lighting design and technology.
Graduate school has only been a success because of the people that took the time and
effort to ensure I could get the most out of it. I propelled myself further in my career and
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education once I stopped playing the victim and blaming others for my experience in grad school.
I’ve always been in complete control of my destiny but was clouded by emotions and unnecessary
angst that did nothing to help my situation. Removing that personal barrier allowed me to start
planning for my future. Theatre and lighting design are so important to myself as a human being
in my desire to tell stories. Working at the university level and being able to teach my craft to
undergraduates here has been one of the honors of my life.
Each time I take on a new design, there is this moment when I forget all of the training
and experience I have and become completely engulfed by this feeling that I have no idea what
I’m doing. I can’t fathom how I’ll light the production and question if it will be evocative enough
to tell the story. For a second I begin to question my qualification to work on that particular show.
I then start the design process.
It is this overwhelming sensation of fearing ultimate disaster and failure that I hope stays
with me throughout my career. I never want to take on a project that doesn’t make me question if
I’ll be able to do enough to serve it. The power of theatre has been and always will be deeply
rooted in the collaboration of innovators who sacrifice more for their craft than will ever be
repaid back to them. It has been my pleasure to hone my design skills, share the knowledge I have
with students, and help tell stories. I thank those with the courage enough to lead in front of me,
the loyalty to follow behind me, and my sincerest gratitude to those with the conviction to stand
beside me on this journey. Thanks for coming.
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APPENDIX
A. SCRIPT NOTES
Act One - Prologue: Good Morning Baltimore
•

Curtain rises on Tracy Turnblad
-

In her bedroom

-

7am on a Monday / Early June, 1962

*Sunrise would have been at around 5:45am
- Sun would be low in the sky
- Warm, bright
•

Set - big Baltimore postcard (might open up in the center)
Shopping Cart
General

•

Followspot

F/L (cool)
•

Tracy - Full Body (FB)

•

Baltimore Postcard

•

F/L / Truss 1 US

•

B/L depending on

- Lavender
Cueing Thoughts
•

•

Separate cue list or background cue that transitions

material of postcard
•

Would be nice to light

from early morning to an increasingly brighter scene.

the sky with a light

Not day yet but sunny morning

blue & the sludge on

Gobos?

the postcard an
off-putting green color.
•

Morning Light
-

S/L from SR
(sunny, warm) /
Truss or 1st Elec

-

S/L from SL (early
morning cool blue) /
Truss or 1st Elec

Specials
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Act One - Scene One: The Nicest Kids in Town
•

TV Station WZZT - Corny Collins Show / Turnblad home (simultaneously)

•

Monday afternoon - *we start off at TV station
Shopping Cart
General

•

F/L (warm & cool)

•

Create secondary F/L
system for the show
-

•

Followspot
•

Soft white light on all 6

Corny Collins

pattern walls to make

-

them pop

1/2 B / Warm
•

On Air System

Texture system on
same 6 walls

Light Pink, Powder

•

F/L on Corny sign

Blue, Scroller

•

Corny floor pattern

High Saturation Pastel

•

F/L Edjo wall S4 LED

S/L (Booms)

•

U/L Edjo wall with zip

-

Broadway Pink,

strips

Pastel Yellow,
Powder Blue
•

•

Pastel PAR wash
-

•

Specials

•

8” fresnels on rovers

•

Movers/focus

T/L for backups
-

effect/lava gobo

Saturated Steel

rotating

Blue or Steel

•

Purple
-

Pinwheel gobo with
circles

*Look at AquaNet

•

advertisement
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Hairspray LED sign

Act One - Scene One: Turnblad Apartment

Shopping Cart
General
•

F/L - blush pink &

Followspot

toned amber
•

S/L - same color as
F/L

•

B/L - gentle amber
Specials

highlight
•

Apartment lamps

•

Spaghetti light?

•

Texture to break up
the space
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Act One - Scene One: TV Studio - Off the Air
Cueing Thoughts
-

On Air sign turns off

-

Lose all the color washes & gobos / Lose rovers

-

Have a general wash/look that is basic illumination for the studio with no pizazz or
flourish

-

Basic
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Act One - Scene Two: Mama I’m a Big Girl Now
•

Act curtain has now closed

•

*Really need to know choreography to tell what exactly is needed.
Shopping Cart
General

•
•

Followspot

Apartment look from
previous scene

•

Tracy - FB - Lav

Blue B/L for

•

Penny - FB - Lav

background singers

•

Amber - FB - Lav

Specials
•

Vignette for Tracy,
Penny, and Amber’s
rooms
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•

Highlight for Moms

•

Act Curtain - Color

•

Act Curtain - Texture

Act One - Scene Three: The Audition
•

TV station
-

Similar to “Off Air” TV set look
Shopping Cart
General

•

F/L - warm & cool

•

S/L - lavender

Followspot

Specials
•

Possible table / cool
blue *general D/L
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Act One - Scene Three: I Can Hear the Bells
•

TV Station WZZT

•

Tracy is in her own little world after Link bumps into her.
Shopping Cart
General

•

blue DwnLX
•

Followspot

All frozen in genereal
•

Cool Blue

Slight pink S/L from
SR on frozen people
when they become

Tracy - 1/2 B -

•

Penny - 1/2 B N/C Amber

backups
•

T/L pink comes up on
Tracy & Penny’s world

•

Saturated S/L from
both sides (warm)
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Specials

Act One - Scene Three: Miss Baltimore Crabs

Shopping Cart
General
•

Followspot

“Off Air” TC set look
-

much lower

•

Velma - FB - Lav

intensity to pull
focus to Velma
•

Lavender wash near
end of song

Specials
•

I-Cue/Mover for
Tracy/Amber lines

•

Council

•

Link

•

After song, Tracy &
Little Inez pass each
other - area LX
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Act One - Scene Four: Detention
•

Starts with Principal & Tracy

•

JUST SPOTLIGHTS

•

Desks

•

Act Curtain is in
Shopping Cart
General

•

Followspot

Desaturated warm

Specials

T/L

•

Tracy - 1/2 B - TBD

•

F/L - cool

•

Principal - 1/2 B -

•

Blackboard

•

S/L - cool

TBD

•

Tracy’s Desk

•

Principal walking back
into the room
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Act One - Scene Five: The Madison
•

Patterson Park High School - gymnasium
Shopping Cart
General

•

Warm T/L

•

F/L - warm & cool

•

S/L - bright, clean

•
Followspot
•

pink

Specials
•

Purple/Pink/Baby
Blue

Corny - 1/2 B N/C Warm

Texture floor wash Soda Fizz Medium

•

Edjo Wall

•

Corny on US platform

•

Depending on
blocking, S/L from
booms for dialogue
during dance
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Sock Hop Streamers -

•

Maybe Hairspray Sign

Act One - Scene Six: Success
•

TV Station WZZT - “On Air” look & Turnblad Home (interchangeably during
scene)
Shopping Cart
General

•

F/L - blush pink & soft

Followspot
Specials

amber
•

S/L - cool blue

•

T/L - soft warm glow
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Act One - Scene Six: Nicest Kids in Town (Reprise)
•

TV Station
-

“On Air” look
Shopping Cart
General

•

Followspot

Rolling fresnels
•

Tracy - FB - TBD

•

Corny - 1/2B - light
pink

Specials
•

Steep F/L for roll call
(highlight each in
sequence)

•

Pinwheel gobo from
earlier

•

Hairspray sign
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Act One - Scene Six: It Takes Two
•

TV Station WZZT - Corny Collins Show
Shopping Cart
General

•

Pink T/L for Backups

•

Blue Cyc

Followspot
•

Link - 1/2 B N/C Warm

•

Tracy - 1/2 B N/C Warm

Specials
•

ML on Tracy being
sung to by Link

•

Edjo Wall

•

Texture - Confetti
Hearts AP4028

•

Corny Collins Sign

Act One - Scene Six: Velma’s Revenge
•

Lights fade leaving just Velma in spotlight
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Act One - Scene Seven: Welcome to the Sixties
•

Turnblad home

•

Same palette but maybe a bit more evening-like (just slight contrast)
Act One - Scene Seven: Welcome to the Sixties (Top of Song)

•

Tracy starts singing
Shopping Cart
General
Followspot

•

F/L Apron L platform

•

Blue/Purple T/L

•

Tracy - FB - Lav

•

Warm S/L

•

Dynamites - FB - TBD

•

Blue T/L for backups

Specials
•

Dynamites Texture Breakup Daisy AP1183
-

Orange / Burnt
Umber / Light
Green

-

*research image

Act One - Scene Seven: Streets of Baltimore
Shopping Cart
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General
•

Sunny T/L for street

•

S/L warm/desaturated blue

•

F/L - one or two rows
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Followspot
•

Tracy - FB - Lav

•

Edna - FB - Lav

Specials
•

Large Degree F/L on Dynamites / lose spotlights
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Act One - Scene Seven: Mr. Pinky’s Hefty Hideaway

Shopping Cart
General
•

Specials
Followspot

F/L Hefty Hideaway warm & cool

•

Tracy

•

S/L - light pink

•

Edna

•

T/L - warm amber

•

Hefty Hideaway Sign
F/L

•

F/L or B/L on
windows

•

Store entrance

•

G641 Shafts texture on
each side of Hideaway
wall

•

ML on Tracy for
autographs

•

Separate LX (F/L) for
Dynamites (3 different
colors)

•

Hairspray Sign

•

Could use mini PAR
LEDs to light the
Hideaway windows or
birdies.
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Act One - Scene Eight: Dodgeball
•

Patterson Park High School - Playground
Shopping Cart
General

•

F/L - warm

•

S/L - cool blue

Followspot

Specials
•

1/4 B/L thru fence generic daylight color

•

Two steep F/Ls to
illuminate each fence

•

Playground foliage
texture - G294 - color
TBD (green/yellow?)

Act One - Scene Eight: Run and Tell That!
•

Same as previous but song starts
-

pull down to Seaweed

Shopping Cart
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General
•

Purple T/L for Backups
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Followspot
•

Seaweed - FB - Lav

Specials
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ACT ONE - SCENE NINE: THE RECORD SHOP
•

Motormouth Maybelle’s Record Shop
-

make it look fancy
Shopping Cart
General

•

T/L Purple wash

•

F/L - warm

•

Saturated amber S/L

•

General warm/bright
amber from SR

Specials
Followspot
•
•

Record Curtain, steep

Little Inez - FB -

F/L

N/C Warm

-

Motormouth - FB -

•

Lav
•

bright white light

Record Curtain S/L
-

Booms/Ladder
•

•

multicolored

Low (boom), angled
S/L - Gobo R77501

Lav or light purple
•

from SL

Record Shop Floor
Gobo - R71010
Circle Mania
-

Orange Red /
Bright Yellow /
Jazzy Purple
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Act One - Scene Nine: Big, Blonde, and Beautiful
•

Still at the Record Shop

Shopping Cart
General
•

Deep Purple T/L wash

•

On Pecan Pie - Strong

•
Followspot
•

SL or SR
•

Broadway Pink T/L

•

Saturated Amber T/L

•

Corny Collins show
LX

Specials
•

2 movers or gobo
rotators - multicolored,
slowly rotating but not
the primary focus

•

Various color washes
on the record drop

•

Mover coverage for the

Motormouth - 1/2 B N/C Warm

Pink S/L from either

Pleasant Day Blue S/L
from SL (Protestors)
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Light bright pastel
Council Members

•

Police light - LEDs

•

Corny Collins Sign
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Act Two - Scene One: Big Dollhouse
•

Women’s House of Detention
-

Yard
Shopping Cart
General

•

Followspot

Same as Dodgeball in
the school yard

•

Specials
•

•

-

Matron - FB N/C White

Cool D/L for jail
•

Chain fence gobo
R71060 - bastard
amber

Various - 1/2 B -

•

Jail Bars Gobo

N/C White

•

3-color S/L aisles
across the stage
staggered for prison
women/fence/singers
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Act Two - Scene One: Good Morning Baltimore Reprise
•

Jail cell / Tracy alone

Shopping Cart
General
•

very isolated
•

Followspot

Same as previous but
•

Tracy - FB - @ 50% Cool Blue

Blue (saturated) S/L

Specials
•

Jail Bars Shadow R77622 - N/C

•

Light pink B/L - blush
on Tracy (end of song
bump)
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Act Two - Scene Two: Har-De-Har-Hut
•

Edna & Wilbur at apartment & shop respectively (Split Scene)
Shopping Cart
General

•

Act Two - Scene Two:

Followspot

Turnblad home LX

You’re Timeless to Me
•

Act Curtain flies in
Shopping Cart

Specials
•

LX indicating Wilbur’s
joke shop (doesn’t stay
long)

•

Jumbo hairspray can

General
•

Followspot

Turnblad home LX
•

Wilbur - FB - Lav

•

Edna - FB - Lav
Specials
•

Pastel punch washes abstract colors

•

Act Curtain - Weave
Gobo - R76595
-

Three main colors
of act curtain
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Act Two - Scene Three: Tracy’s Jail Cell
•

Tracy’s Cell / Penny’s Bedroom (Split scene on UpStg platform)

•

*Starts in Tracy’s Jail Cell (SR)

Shopping Cart
General
•
•

Followspot

Blue nighttime
gradient on cyc

•

Link - FB - Cool Blue

Backups in silhouette

•

Tracy - 1/2 B - Cool

but a hint of primary

“low-watt
institutional
lighting”

-

Fairy Dust Gobo
for Link’s lines -

Blue

AP1087

blue T/L
-

Hearts texture in a
gobo rotator for jail
cell - R79651 Purple or Red?

Specials
•

Fresnel for general
cool-amber cell
illumination

•

Moonlight through the
jail cell window
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Act Two - Scene Three: Penny’s Room

Shopping Cart
General
•

•

Cyc
•

Followspot

Act Two - Scene Three:

Seaweed - FB - Hot

Break Out of Jail

Warm Amber - Pink
Pink

Light purple T/L for
•

song

Penny - FB - Light
Pink

•

Tracy’s Jail Cell is the
focus of the split scene
Shopping Cart

Specials
•

Fresnel - warm amber
room

•

LX on window for
Seaweed

•

Plaid texture from high
sides - R77424 Shamrock Green,
Salmon Pink

General

•

2 LXs for room walls

•

Tracy’s cell but
dimmed for blowtorch
FX
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Followspot

•

Rover/Plate with 3
PARs for fire FX
-

Specials
•

Smoke for blowtorch
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Deep Amber /
Yellow Orange /
Red

Act Two - Scene Four: Motormouth’s Record Shop
•

Storm outside / Sirens & helicopters
Shopping Cart
General

•

Followspot

Record shop LX

Act Two - Scene Four:
I Know Where I’ve
Been
•

Still in the Record
Shop
Shopping Cart

Specials
•

Lightning flashes US of
Edjo (outside)

•

TV light on Lorraince,
Duane, Gilbert, &
Cindy

•

Wherever “window” is,
police siren light

General
•

for backups
•

Followspot

Large blue T/L wash
Pink S/L from SR on

•

Motormouth - FB light pink?

backup verses
Specials
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•

Angelic warm for
backups

-

too many lights for
head high specific
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Act Two - Scene Five: Miss Teenage Hairspray
•

Baltimore Eventorium - Corny Collins Spectacular

Shopping Cart
General

•
Followspot

•

Hairspray Sign

•

Warm & Cool F/L

•

Corny - FB - Lav

•

Pastel T/L washes but

•

Man (Wilbur) - H -

don’t wash out gobos
•

Pink S/L on backups

•

“Off Air” look

Shimmer Curtain LX
per side - Blue & Pastel
Green

•

@ 40% - N/C Warm

Fresnels - N/C general
backlight illumination

•

90° texture - R78129 light blue

•

Hairspray Can - smoke
machine for surprise

•

High sides - light pink
& light blue

•

Geometric
circles/squares texture
- R74053 & R74009 multicolor
-

don’t contrast too
much with
shimmer curtain
color

•

Specials
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Council Members

Act Two - Scene Five: You Can’t Stop the Beat (Pt. 1)
•

Same location as previous
Shopping Cart
General

•

“On Air” Studio look

•

Pastel PAR punches

•

S/L from booms

•

Warm & Cool F/L

Followspot
•

Tracy - FB N/C amber

•

Link - FB N/C amber

Specials
•

Floor square disco
texture - AP2007 strong pink/cyan

•

Gobo wash for Penny’s
song - AP2301 orange salmon

•

Armed guards (really
the Black Male
Ensemble)

•

Hairspray Sign

•

Hairspray Can
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Act Two - Scene Five:
You Can’t Stop the
beat (Pt. 2)
•

Edna reveal out of
Hairspray Can
Shopping Cart

General
•

Warm & Cool F/L

•

Pink T/L wash for

Followspot
•

N/C amber

Edna & backups
•

Warm Amber T/L

Edna - FB -

•

Motormouth - FB N/C amber

wash for Motormouth
& backups
•

Saturated S/L from
booms/ladders
Specials
•

Confetti cannon

•

Scenic panels

•

Hairspray can

•

Disco square texture

•

Fireworks textures R77767, R77766,
R79055
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APPENDIX
C. RESEARCH NOTES
•

1960s advertisements don’t represent the Civil Rights Movement, Vietnam War, Sex, Drugs,
& Rock N’ Roll don’t show up in any real meaningful way.

•

Advertising is an artificial truth
-

Goal was to out-do, out-smart, and out-sell the competition.

-

Doesn’t represent the Zeitgeist (general trend of thought or particular feeling of a certain
period of time)

•

Early 1960s Post-war Americans were willing to hear whatever the mass media told them.
-

•

Advertising was embraced without question.

Concept of the Big Idea
-

Smart, quick, witty headlines and pictures.

•

Constant bombardment of advertisements and often exaggerated claims.

•

1960s ads were funnier, clever, and more enjoyable

•

Pleasing pastel hues is a common color palette throughout.
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Turnblad Apartment
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Dodgeball
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Dodgeball - Tracy gets knocked out!
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Hefty Hideaway
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Mr. Pinky
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I Can Hear the Bells
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Motormouth Maybelle’s Record Shop
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Timeless To Me
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Link and Tracy in Jail
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You Can’t Stop the Beat
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